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EXPLORING ANCIENT WOOD 
AND FIBER TECHNOLOGIES ALONG 

NUMBER2 

THE NORTHWEST COAST OF NORTH AMERICA 

Dale R. Croes and Kathleen L. Hawes 

Abstract 

Well-preserved waterlogged/wet archaeological site explorations have revealed a 
focused use of wood and fiber technologies spanning more than 10,500 years along 
the Northwest Coast of North America. Major artifact categories represented 
include those for subsistence (e.g., wooden shank fishhooks and nets), manufacture 
(e.g., wooden wedges, wood chip debitage, and basketry element debitage), 
containers (e.g., basketry and wooden boxes/bowls), and tying elements (e.g., 
cordage and binding elements). The kinds of plants used for tools at different sites 
are explored. Also, technologies and styles used often reflect long-term cultural 
continuities in different regions-with focus here on wet sites in the recently 
renamed Salish Sea shared between British Columbia and Washington state. 

Introduction 
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Aquifer wet sites are commonly found along the entire Northwest Coast of North America, 
from southeast Alaska to southwest Oregon, with dates ranging from 10, 700 cal C 14 years B. P. 
through contact periods (Fig. 1 ). Aquifer wet sites are characterized by waters actively running 
through the archaeological deposits. This process results in a loss of oxygen content, creating an 
environment that preserves wood and fiber (but rarely leather, hide, hair or softer animal matter). 

Several factors have combined to produce a large number of wet sites along approximately 
I 0,000 miles (16,000 kilometers) of shoreline from all time periods of human occupation. The 
region is marked by abundant precipitation, caused by the North Pacific Drift, prevailing westerly 
winds, and the steep topography of the mountain barriers; these conditions have led to saturated 
landforms along the coastal waterways, where Northwest Coast peoples have subsisted 
throughout their past. Probably every sizable shell-midden site along the Northwest Coast, if 
explored with the intent to find a waterlogged area, would exhibit a wet site area with preserved 
wood and fiber artifacts. Unfortunately, wet site techniques and procedures have not been fully 
integrated into the learning traditions of archaeology programs in our region, so wet sites are 
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rarely sought out by practicing archaeologists. This methodological weakness, however, is 
changing, as the potentia l of Northwest Coast wet sites to contain ,:vood and fiber artifacts has 
caught the attention of native peoples of the region. Increasingly, native groups are working wi th 
archaeologists to explore wet sites to recover the wood and fiber materials that once made up over 
90% of the Native mate1ia l culture of the Northwest Coast (Croes 2012b ). 

The best known wet site is the Ozette Vi llage wet site, located near Cape Aiava in 
northwestern Washington state, where an entire secti on of an occupied Indian vill age was covered 
and encased by a successive series of massive clay mudslides. This situation provided a Pompeii
like complete artifact assemblage. Most Northwest Coast wet sites, however, are the result of 
various other environmental contexts and typically contain peri shable artifacts that were broken 
and di scarded at these locations. These sites, for the most part, have been discovered as a result of 
naturally occurring erosion (often a critical problem in itself). Other sites have been found below 
the water table level during the course of non-wet shell-midden excavations (Croes 20 12b) . 
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Fig. I. Locations and general phases/time periods of major explored wet sites on the North west 
Coast of North Ameri ca. This map denotes regions of ancient basketly style continui ty on the 
Northwest Coast and locations where self-barbed bentwood fi shhooks have been reported (see 
Croes 2001 ). Site abbrev iations : SH: Sil ver Hole, KG: Kil gii Gwaay, LA: Lachane, AX: Axeti , 
LQ: Little Qualicum Ri ver, MU: Musqueam NE, GL: Glenrose, Pl: Pitt Paider, WH: Water 
Hazard, FI: Fishtown, CO: Conway, Bl : Biederbost, Qw: Qwu?gwes, HO: Hoko River, OZ: 
Ozette; SY: Sunken Village (Matson, Coupland and Mackie 2003). 
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The purpose of this article is to first review the methods used to identify the types of 
materials often recovered at wet sites, and describe the plant preferences that native peoples had 
for making various items such as wedges, fishooks, basketry, cordage, and nets. Second we use 
wet sites from the recently named Salish Sea region to explore a different pattern for distribution 
of wet site basketry artifacts when compared to stone, bone-antler, and shell artifacts. Our hope is 
that our work will stimulate more native peoples and archaeologists to work together to recover 
and understand the rich assemblages of wood and fiber materials recovered from coastal wet sites. 

Identification of Ancient Wood/Fiber Artifacts used at Northwest Coast Wet Sites 

For over I 0,500 years, we see similar plants used in making wood and fiber artifacts on the 
Northwest Coast. Native experts have developed a complex understanding of the plant properties 
and how different parts of the same plant (limbs/boughs, heartwood, inner bark, roots, etc.) can 
best be used to construct native material culture. Often, we find a specific plant was used widely, 
such as Thuja plicata (western red cedar), though different parts of the plant may have been 
emphasized in different regions at different times in making their basketry and/or cordage. For 
example, the ancient outside West Coast peoples emphasized inner cedar bark basketry 
construction, whereas the ancient inside Gulf of Georgia/Puget Sound peoples emphasize splint 
cedar bough basketry construction-a cultural preference for using different parts of the same 
plant through time. 

To identify the ancient plant species and part of the plant that was used to fashion the items 
found archaeologically in a wet site, a cellular analysis is conducted. The cellular identification of 
ancient wood and fiber artifacts was pioneered in the 1970s by Janet Friedman at the Ozette 
Village wet site (Friedman 1975, 1978, 2005). Expansion of this work continues, as shown by a 
case study from the Qwu?gwes wet site. This case study, described below, illustrates the basic 
importance of distinguishing the use of hardwoods and softwoods, especially for the construction 
of fiber basketry and cordage artifact; hardwood barks appear to be have been used at Qwu?gwes 
more than at any other Northwest Coast wet site to date. Results revealed an emphasis on big leaf 
maple bark (Acer macrophyllum) for woven basketry, cordage (especially braids) and nets. 

Cellular analysis of archaeological wood involves taking samples with a sharp razor 
blade from three sections of a piece of wood: tangential, radial and cross-section (Fig. 2). 
Samples are then placed onto glass slides, and viewed with a compound microscope. Differences 
between deciduous hardwoods and coniferous softwoods can be quickly identified by this 
method, and unique characteristics between softwoods can be observed in the rays, tracheids, 
and pit features. 

Softwoods 

Softwoods (gymnosperms), also called conifers, when microscopically viewed, have 
tracheids, which are long thin cells that conduct water vertically along the length of the tree. In 
cross-section, the tracheids appear as small holes (Fig. 3, left). The long thin tracheids can be seen 
running vertically in the tangential section view, the area of wood that begins just under the bark 
(Fig. 3, center). 

Ray cells, composed of parenchyma and tracheid tissue, also appear in the cross-section 
view similar to spokes of a wheel radiating out from the center of the stem. The ray cells can be a 
few or many cells in height but in softwoods is generally only one cell in width (uniseriate); the 
ends of several rays are visible in the tangential section view. Fig. 4 illustrates the various cell 
elements described above in a modem sample of western red cedar (Thuja p/icata). 
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Fig. 2. Stylized piece of wood, with the orientations used for sampling and identifica ti on labeled. 
Samples are taken from these orienta tions with a sharp razor blade, and then viewed 
microscopically ( Friedman 1978:3). 
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Fig. 3. Stylized drawings of (from left) cross-section, tangentia l section, and rad ial section vie,.vs 
of a typical softwood (Friedman 1978). 

Fig. 4. Samples of western red cedar (Thuja plicata) wood (left to ri ght): c ross-section, tangenti al 
section , and radial section views ( I OOx magnifi cation). 
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Hard11 ·oods 

Hardwoods (a ngiosperms) are flowerin g plants and trees that have broad leaves that 
usuall y change colo r and d ie every autum n. Bigleaf maple (Acer macrophy llum), red alder (A/nus 
rubra) , and bitter cherry (Prunus emmginata) are examples. The most rel iable way to distingui sh 
between a softwood and hardwood microscopica ll y is to examine the cross-secti on view. 
Hardwoods, in addition to h·acheids, contain thi ck-walled fibers and large vessel e lements. Vessels 
are specialized cell s in hardwood for conducting water and disso lved salts (Pearsal l 1989: 157). In 
the cross-section view, vessels are seen as large pores contrasting with the smaller fibers (Fig. 5, 

left). 
The a,i-angement of the pores in cross-secti on can be used to identify differen t hardwoods. 

as each genus, and freq uentl y species, has unique patterns of these pores, as seen in Fig. 6. Red 
alder is a diffuse-porous hardwood, with medium-sized pores di stri buted fairly evenl y across both 
early and latewood. Bitter cherry is also a diffuse-porous hardwood but has a row of pores 
fo llowing the growth ring. Garry oak (also known as O regon wh ite oak) is a ring-porous 
hardwood, w ith a larger row of pores in the earl ywood along the edge of the growth ring and 
smaller pores in the latewood. T he vessels in Garry oak also have spidery inclusions call ed tyloses 

(Pearsall 1989: 158). 
Hardwood rays as seen in cross-section can be uniseriate or two o r more cells in width 

(multi seriate), and some species such as Garry oak (Quercus ganyana) have very wide rays that 
are diagnostica ll y im po11ant in identification (Fig. 6, ri ght) . 

In the tangenti a l section view, the ends of the rays are v isible, as well as the vessels seen 
running vertically (Fig. 5, center). T he individual vessel e lements a re arranged end to end and are 
connected by pe1foration plates; these can be simple holes as in bitter cherry and Garry oak or 
scalari fo1rn, appearing as a ladder-like pattern across the end of the vessel e lement, as found in red 
alder. Several hardvvood species include spiral thi ckening in tracheids and vessels, aiding in 

identification. 
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of a typical hardwood (Friedman 1978). 
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Fig. 6. (From left to right) Cross section views of red alder (Alnus rubra), bitter che1Ty (Prunus 
emarginata), and Garry oak (Quercus garryana) showing di ffe ring pore arrangements ( I OOx 
magnification). 

Characteristics of Softwood Bough and Root Fibers 

The process of identifying plant materials and fibers used in basketry and cordage is 
similar to that of wood; however, not all ori entations may be visib le. Materials used in basketry 
such as western red cedar roots and boughs, usually have the cross-section and radial section 
views available, and occasionally the tangential section can be obtained. In these woody elements, 
tracheids and rays can be viewed for identifica tion. Differences behveen bough and root are 
identifiable microscopically; the wood of boughs has central pith, and the growth rings are similar 
to trunk wood, with thicker-walled tracheids several cell s wide fo rming the latewood. In root 
material, the cel ls are larger and more thin-walled compared with bough material , wi th a vascular 
stele in the center, and although growth rings can be fo und, they consist of fewer cell s (Fig. 7). 

Fig. 7. Cross-section views of western red cedar bough (left) and root (right). Photos courtesy of 
Vernon Veysey and Daniel Rowley, 2009. 
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Flat inner Bark Ele111ents 

For fl at inner bark elements fo und in checker and twill weaves and braids. the cross
secti on and/or radia l views may not be obtainable. In this case. iden tifica ti on is based primaril y 
upon the tangential section view. Tangenti al section views can also be obtained from twisted 
cordage and knots. The secondary phloem tissue of western red cedar (commonly referred to as 
"bark," although not a true outer bark) is common ly used fo r these arti facts and often can be 
identified visually by a characteristic appearance with " fraying" of the fi bers, especia lly after use. 
This characteri stic can also be seen microscopically (Fig. 8). 

Fig. 8 . Western red cedar bark showing "frayed" qualiti es. 

The use of cedar bark for basketry, cordage and clothing has been well-documented among 
tribes along the Northwest Coast (Stewart 1984:11 3- 153). This indispensable fiber, the inner 
phloem tissue below the outer layer of western red cedar bark, was traditi onally gathered in spring 
when the sap began to run and the inner bark separated more easi ly fro m the tree wood. It was 
dried in large bundles, to be later softened by soaking in water when needed. Strips of varyi ng 
widths were split and thinned from the lengths of bark and woven into mats and baskets of various 
sizes. Cedar bark was also shredded fo r use in clothing, twisted into string and cordage and 
pounded into a soft fiber used in infants' bedd ing and di apers. Yellow cedar (Chaemocyparis 
nootkensfa) , Jess commonl y fou nd growing in lowland areas than western red cedar (Pojar & 
McKinnon 2004:43), was also used in similar ways. 

An example of a case study of plant materi al identifi cati on at the Qwu?gvves wet site 
provides a n examples of basketry originally thought to be western red cedar bark . but had a 
thinner, layered single-element bark-like appearance and lacked the characteristi c frayed 
attribute of cedar bark (Fig. 9) . The constructi on materi als of these a rtifacts. often tumpline 
straps, s trongly resembled the inner ph loem fibers of big leaf maple bark (Acer 111acrophyllu111), 
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which separates easi ly into thin sheets when deteriorated or dry (Florian 2002:70; Fig. I 0). 
Microscopically, the fibers also Jacked softwood lracheids and included characteri sti c hard wood 
multiseriate rays (Fig. 11 ). Among the basketry identified as woven from big leaf maple bark is 
a checker weave fo lded bag/mat. This distinct basketry piece revealed an overlay grass-like 
white element that presented a pattern across the surface (Fig. 12). 

Fig. 9. Twill-on-bias tumpline fragment ·with layered single- element appearance (N 16E 14, 45-50 
2006). ' 

Fi~. 10. ( Left) Modern big leaf maple (Acer macrophyllum) bark from a mature downed Jog; 
(R ight) close-up of maple secondary phloem fiber- note the characteristic separation into 
numerous thin sheets. 
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Fig. 11 . (Left) microscopic image of sample from ancient tumpline or braid; (Ri ght) microscopic 
image of modern secondary phloem fibers of big leaf maple ( I OOx magnificati on). 

Fig. 12. Example of fin e ga uge checker weave "matting" identified as big leaf maple (Acer 
macrophyll um) ( 2 1 E 14. 55-60. 2004). 
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Following this discovery, it became clear that the majority of the Qwu?gwes twisted two
strand and braid cordage also was big leaf maple bark (Fig. 13). In the first year of excavation at 
Qwu?gwes in 1999, a net was recovered from the ,.vaterlogged shell midden area, and fragments of 
net were also di scovered in all future years. Although the net fragments appeared to be cedar bark, 
cellular anal ysis identified the net and net fragments to be maple bark. This difference is an 
unusual find , as no recorded ethnographic or archaeological evidence has been found for the use of 
big leaf maple bark in construction of nets. 

Fig. 13. Braid fragment (N 19E12, 50-55, 2007) used to confirm cellular identifi cation of materi al 
as big leaf maple bark by Mary-Lou Flori an, Research Associate, Royal British Columbia 
Museum, Victoria, B.C., Canada. 

Recent examination and cellular analysis of a braid fragment recovered from the Sunken 
Village wet site (35-MU-4) in 2007 from Transect Ill Pit E revealed that the material used in thi s 
artifact was also a hardwood, and comparisons with the braid and cordage artifacts from the 
Qwu?gwes wet site and modern samples of big leaf maple bark identi fy this braid fragment as 
woven from big leaf maple. All other cordage and checker weave artifacts examined from Sunken 
Village were constructed from western red cedar bark. lt is possible that the use of this materi al is 
more widespread than previously thought and further examination of archaeological cordage and 
basketry from thi s area, as well as from other sites in the No1ihwest, may reveal more examples of 
the use of big leaf maple's inner phloem fibers. 

There is also ethnographic documentation of the use of maple bark on the Northwest 
Coast. Erna Gunther mentions the use of maple bark for rope and tumplines (1973 :39); and 
carrying straps braided of maple bark and overlaid with beargrass by Puget Sound Tribes 
(Haeberlin and Gunther 1975 [1 930):33). Mapl e bark was interwoven w ith cedar bark strips fo r 
use as bowls by the Cowlitz (Gunther 1973 :20), and baskets were made from young maple bark 
for storing acorns in mud by the Chehalis (Gunther 1973:28). The B urke Museum at the 
Un iversity of Washington in Seattl e houses baskets in their collections that have maple bark used 
in their construction, including a vertica lly twined soft bag with attached tumpline of maple bark 
and bea rgrass (Catalog ID: 11 8) co llected from Skokomish by Myron Eells around 1892- 1893. 

An image taken in 19 10 shows a young Muckleshoot girl wea1ing a skirt and cape of 
shredded cedar bark, with a tumpline woven of maple bark overl aid with beargrass and attached to 
a basket on her back (Fig. 14; Suttles and Lane 1990: 494). 
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The use of maple bark has also been documented in other areas of the Northwest Coast. In 
the north, the Nisga'a of the Nass Ri ver and the Gitxsan of the Skeena Ri ver in northwestern 
British Columbia traditiona ll y use both cedar and maple bark in basketry (Laforet 1993 :2 18- 23 1 ). 
To the south, the Si letz of the central Oregon Coast traditionall y use maple bark fo r skirts (Robert 
Kentta, personal communication, 2008); and , at a traditional Renewal Ceremony in 2008, Hawes 
observed dancers wearing maple bark ski1ts. 

Other archaeological evidence fo r the ancient use of maple bark by nati ve people is also 
recorded. At the Glenrose Cannery Archaeo logical Site (DgRr-6) wet component in British 
Columbia, which dates to between approximately 4590 and 3970 years B.P., six open wrapped 
basketry fragments were recovered; four were constructed of true fir (A bies sp) with maple bark 
wrapping and two were entirely constructed from maple bark (Eldridge 199 1 :30, 37). 

Fig. 14. 'Muckleshoot girl , gra nddaughter of Anne Jack, wearing ski1t and cape of cedar bark, 
which were effective in shedding rain . The tumpline is made of maple bark imbricated with bear 

grass' (Suttles and Lane 1990:494). 
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Wood/Fiber Preferences for Key Ancient Artifact Categories from Northwest Coast 
Wet Sites 

With a growing understanding of plant cellular identification, we can begin looking at the 
plants and plant parts (wood, bark, boughs and roots) that were preferred for over 10,500 years 
along the Northwest Coast. Ancient ethnobotanical cultural knowledge transmission often reflects 
a preference for certain plant or plant parts in making artifacts. As mentioned, some Northwest 
Coast peoples used the inner bark of the western red cedar (Th~ja p/icata) for basketry and 
cordage, while others emphasized the use of cedar boughs (splint or twisted). 

To illustrate further, we summarize current knowledge of ancient flora construction 
materials and plant preferences for making ancient ( 1) wooden wedges, (2) wooden fishhooks, 
(3) basketry, (4) cordage (including binding straps) and (5) nets. 

Wooden Splitting Wedges 

The use of wood-splitting wedges, often with a cordage collar on the poll or proximal end, 
is recorded along the entire Northwest Coast for over 10,500 years, showing the incredible success 
of this wood splitting technology for at least that period (Table 1 ). These tools are used to split 
planks and split out dugout canoes, and also as a primary tool in splitting firewood. The wood 
used in the production of wedges tended to differ among sites and possibly through time (Table 1 ). 
Salish Sea sites of Hoko River, Little Qualicum River, Water Hazard and Musqueam Northeast 
mostly had wedges made with Pacific yew (Taxus brevifolia), while Ozette wedges generally are 
Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis). Ethnographically, yew wood has been cited as the preferred wood 
for wedges because of its structural (compression) strength (J. Friedman 1975:115-121). Although 
Lachane and Ozette wedges were most often made of western fir (Abies grandis) and Sitka spruce 
(Picea sitchensis), in both cases the wood used exhibits a condition called compression-or 
reaction wood (Inglis 1976:166, J. Friedman 1975:121). This kind of wood typically is found on 
the underside of leaning coniferous trees and is noted for its structural strength (J. Friedman 
1975:122). Even though Lachane and Ozette wedge makers did not use yew as the main wedge 
material, they demonstrated knowledge of wood properties by using the strongest portion of the 
wood types chosen for the purpose. 

Wooden Fishhooks 

Over 1,300 wooden shanked fishhooks of three types have been recovered from Northwest 
Coast wet sites, of which 240 are the self-barbed bentwood fishhooks ( called Type B; Fig. 15; 
Croes 1997, 2001, 2003 ). The Type B fishhook has the widest distribution in wet sites on the 
Northwest Coast (see distribution in map, Fig. 1) with at least seven sites recording them, and 
dating from 500-3000 years ago (Croes 1997, 2001, 2003). 

The c. 3,000-2,600 B.P. Hoko River wet site (45-CA-213) has the most Type B hooks 
recorded (n = 109, with 35 preforms). The fishhooks are believed, through experimental 
archaeology, to have been used for cod in the off-shore fishing grounds (Croes 1995). Hoko 
bentwood hooks were shaped from Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) and true fir (Abies sp) (n = 109, 
Croes 1995:84). The Water Hazard DgRs 30 site in British Columbia yielded seven bentwood 
hooks, dating to c. 1,980-1,580 B.P. and made from Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii, Bernick 
1989:37). One bentwood hook recovered from the Little Qualicum River Site DiSc 1, British 
Columbia (Fig. I), was constructed of fir wood (Abies spp) and dated between c. 1,030 and 730 
B.P. (Bernick 1983:325). A possible Type B hook was found at the Qwu?gwes wet site (45-TN-
240), southern Puget Sound, and is made of western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) (Hawes 2013). 
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This type of fishhook does not appear to have been used any longer at contact on the Central 
Northwest Coast; however, it continued to be used at contact by the Haida and other North Coast 
groups, who continued using it into the historic period (Croes 1995:104; 1997:607; 2003:54) and 
typically were used for cod fishing. 

TABLE 1. WOODEN WEDGES FROM NORTHWEST COAST WET SITES 

No. of 
Dominant 

Site Time Period Wooden 
Material Type 

Reference 
Wed2es 

Ozette Village 
300BP over 1,000 Sitka spruce 

J. Friedman 1975, 1978; 
(House 1) Gleeson 1980, 2005 

Conway 500-1000 BP none recorded Munsell 1976:106 

Fish town 500-1000 BP 5 ? Onat 1976:131 

western hemlock 
Qwu?gwes 500-1000 BP possibly 1 {Tsuga Hawes 2013 

heterophylla) 
Little 

Simonsen 1976:71; Bernick 
Qualicum 500-1500 BP 4 yew 

1983:326-328 
River 

Axe ti 500-1500 BP 21 ') Hobler 1970:91 

Lachane 1500-2000 BP 75 western fir Inglis 1976: 170 

Biederbost 1500-2000 BP present ? Croes 1980 

Water Hazard 1500-2000 BP 44 yew (4) Bernick 1989:32-37 

2500-3000 BP 47 
Croes 1976:213-214, 

Hoko River yew 
1980:268-273, 1995: 156-161 

Musqueam 
2500-3000 BP 18 

J. Friedman 1975; Archer and 
Northeast 

yew 
Bernick 1990:27 

Glenross 
3500-4500 BP possibly 1 ? Eldridge 1991 :51 

Cannery 

western hemlock Fedje, A. Mackie, Wigen, Q. 

9500-10,500 BP 5 
(Tsuga Mackie and Lake 2005: 187-

Kilgii Gwaay 
heterophylla) ( 1 ), 203; A. Mackie personal 
Sitka spruce ( 1) communications 2012 
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Basket,y 

Ozette basketry materials are defined in Table 2 and shows how an example of 
different parts of the same plant ( e.g., western red cedar Thuja plicata) is used. Under the 
category "modification," an idealized cross-section through the designated plant part is drawn to 
illustrate the general method of splitting, thinning, or sectioning. Of the major Northwest Coast 
wet sites, Ozette has the largest basketry sample ( 446 examples, not including basketry 
fragments, from House I alone; Croes 1977). Basketry from other sites varied from 12 to 130 
specimens. 

Sample size is carefully noted in the comparisons. It should be pointed out that the 
Ozette Village basketry sample consisted of relatively complete specimens, rather than the 
generally fragmentary specimens found at most other wet sites. Controlled excavations and 
labeling techniques at most of the sites being compared indicate which fragments belong to a 
single specimen. 

Most Northwest Coast wet sites have basketry artifacts constructed from similar materials 
as used at the Ozette Village site. However, the frequency of these basketry materials varies 
markedly among the different sites. If one compares the frequency graph (Fig. 16) some important 
patterns can be observed. The two northernmost sites, Lachane and Axeti, have a strong stress on 
the use of cedar bark basketry materials ( 100% and 96% respectively) (Fig. 16). The Puget 
Sound/Gulf of Georgia sites have a 3,000 year duration with a strong stress on cedar splints 
basketry materials (from 60-98%; Fig. 16). The three earlier sites (2000-3000 years ago: 
Musqueam NE, Water Hazard, and Biederbost) show the strongest emphasis on splints (90-98%) 
while the later sites (within the last 1,000 years: Fishtown, Conway and Qwu?gwes) continue to 
show a strong use of cedar bough splints for approximately 60% of their basketry) (Fig. 16). The 
Hoko River site on the other hand has a strong emphasis on cedar bark followed by cedar splints, 
splints/cedar bark, and root basketry materials (Fig. 16). Thus, of the Puget Sound/Gulf of Georgia 
sites show a positive correlation, whereas the Hoko River site is most similar to the Ozette Village 
site to which it is spatially very close (Map, Fig. I), but temporally separated by about 2,500 
years. The Little Qualicum River wet site is more diverse in its material selections, and possibly 
can be considered transitional between major cultural area. These trends were recognized in earlier 
studies of basketry and statistically correlated (Croes 1977:25-31 ). 

Cordage 

Northwest Coast wet site cordage is made from different plant parts that are often twisted, 
braided, or used as flat strip elements (Table 3). 

In comparing Northwest Coast wet sites with over 500 examples of cordage (Fig. 17), 
Hoko River is distinctive because it has revealed such a high percentage of string-gauge, Sitka 
spruce-rootlet cordage (Croes 1980; Bernick 1983, 1989). The high frequency of spruce-root 
strings probably reflects, in part, their use as the sewing element in tule mats (HO-Ml, Croes 
1995:136-138), which were common at Hoko River. Most likely, the mats were used as wall 
coverings for temporary fishing camp shelters. Thus, the high occurrence of spruce-root strings in 
the archaeological record appears to be due to the fact that worn-out and fragmented mats were 
discarded in the oftbank area (Croes 1995:136-138, 144). 

At Ozette, on the other hand, the most emphasis was given to the use of cedar-bough 
cordage. This, in part, may reflect the fact that large numbers of single-strand cords were used to 
hold, in a sling-fashion, the wall boards tied between the double house wall poles (Croes 1980:71-
75; Mauger 1978:96-101, 1991 :103-107). 



TYPE A Construction: Composite; two wooden shanks in V shape 
Barb: Attached bone bipolnt 
Leader: Attached with clove hitch to carved knob (tab) end 

barb shank ,,I 'barb wrap 

TYPE B Construction: Bentwood 
Barb: Recurved seH-barbed 
Leader: Attached with clove hitch to carved knob (tab) end 

---crook----
TYPE C Construction: Bentwood 

dove 
hitch 

Barb: Attached bone bfpolnt 
Leader: Attached with clove httch to 
centre of top recurve 
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Fig. 15. Definition and illustrations of the three major Northwest Coast wet site fishhook types 
recovered to date. Type A and B illustrated by Ricky Hoff (1980: 163, 166); Type C, Hillary 
Stewart (1987:89). Photo profiles are examples from the Hoko River site (Croes 1995). 
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TABLE 2. BASKETRY MATERIALS DEFINED 

Plant 
Plant 
Part Modification; x-sec. Name 

1. Thuja 
plicata 

2. Picea 
sitchensis 

3. Thuja 
plicata 

4. Acer 
circinatum 

5. Thuja 
plicata 

+ root 

+ root 

+ boughs 
(limbs) 

+ boughs 
(limbs) 

+ inner 
cortex of 
bark 

6.Prunus + bark 
emargina ta (?) 

7 • Xerophyllum + leaves 
ten ax 

8. Carex 
sitchensis 

9. Scirpus 
acutus 

+ leaves 
(blades) 

+ stems 

10. Typha + leaves 
latifolia 

+ curvilinear 
split 
splints 

+ curvilinear 
split 
splints 

+ flat split 
splints 

+ flat split 
splints 

+ split 
ribbon 
strips 

+ cut 
ribbon 
strips 

+ edges 
scraped 

+ split 
sedge 
blades 

+ flattened 

+ flattened 

--0------- ·-- - - -

-0---- --- -

\ I I 

~ 

Cedar Root 
Splints 

Spruce Root 
Splints 

Cedar Bough 
Splints 

Vine Maple 
Bough Splints 

Cedar bark 
Strips 

~ Cherry Bark 
~ : ~ __.. Strips 

~~ ,~, 

• 
0 

t 

• L» 
+ 

Bear Grass 

Split Beach 
_. Grass 

'I'ule (Bulrush) 
~ Stems 

Cattail Leaves 

At Axeti, the most emphasis was placed on the use of cedar-bark multi-strand cordage of 
several types (Croes 1980). Water Hazard and Musqueam Northeast appear to have had similar 
ratios of emphasis on cedar bark and cedar bough cordage (see Fig. 17). However, considerable 
caution must be taken regarding this pattern, because (1) the Water Hazard artifacts were 
affected by a dredging operation; therefore, it is difficult to say how fragmented the cordage 
became when redeposited (Bernick I 989), and (2) the Musqueam Northeast cedar-bark cordage 
statistics are the result of a high count of net fragments, which actually appears to represent four 
clusters, or possibly four nets (Archer and Bernick 1990:164). Therefore, these statistics should 
only be considered a reflection of general trends. 
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LA AX LQ MU WH Bl CO Fl QW HO OZ 

• Bark D Splints D Spits/Bark 

Fig. 16. No11hwest Coast wet site basketry construction material emphases: LA=Lachane (N=27), 
AX= Aexti (N=46), LQ= Little Quali cum Ri ver (N= l 8), MU=Musq ueam NE (N= l30), WH= Water 
Hazard (N= I 02), Bl= Biederbost (N=4 l ), CO=Conway (N=42), FI= Fishtown (N= l 2), 
QW=Qwu?gwes (N=26), HO= Hoko Ri ver (N=202), and OZ=Ozette Vi ll age (N=446) (see map, 
Fig. I, above). 

Hoko (2323) Ozette (2014) Axetl (761) Hazard (660) Muequeam (738) 

- Cedar Bough ~ Spruce RootleC:J Cedar Bark mffl Cherry Bark 

ml] Twigs D Tule l.m True Fir 

Fig. 17. Percentages of cordage construction materi al identifi ed at fi ve North west Coast wet sites. 
Based on over 500 examples. 
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TABLE 3. COMMON NORTHWEST COAST WET SITE CORDAGE MATERIALS 

Plant 

1. Thuja 
pZicata 

2. Thuja 
plicata 

3. Picea 
sitchensis 

4. Thuja 
pZicata 

S. Pr»unus 
emaPginata 

6. 'l'huja 
plicata 

7. Thuja 
pZicata 

8. Acer 
macrophyllmn 

Plant 
Part 

+ Bough 

+ Inner 
cortex of 
bark 

+ Root 

+ Twigs 

+ Bark 

+ Bark 

+ Root (?) 

+ Inner 
cortex of 
bark 

Modification: x-sec. 

Twisted 

+ Split 
ribbon 
strips 

+ Twisted 

+ Split in 
half 

+ Cut 
ribbon 
strips 

+ Shredded 
and twistec 
fibers 

+ Split 
through 
center 

+ Split 
ribbon 
strips 

\ I I ---~-~ ' I ' 

---O·-· 

I I I 

~ 

-~·~-

\ I I 

---i·-~ 
\ I I 

Name 

Cedar bough 
withe 

Cedar bark 
strips 

Spruce root 
withe 

Cedar twigs 

Cherry bark 
strips 

Twisted 
cedar bark 
fibers 

Splint 
strip 

Maple bark 
strips 

As a fonn of cordage, coiled strips of cherry bark binding have been found in all extensively 
excavated Northwest Coast wet sites (Fig. 18). At Qwu?gwes, and other Northwest Coast wet sites, 
these curls often occur independently, probably examples of discarded surplus from the ends of 
strips, unwound from artifacts, or stored for later use. Qwu?gwes has more cherry bark curls than all 
other Northwest coast wet sites combined, even the extensively excavated Ozette Village Wet Site 
(Fig. 18). However, few cherry bark curls were used to bind the artifacts found at Qwu?gwes. 
Therefore, it is believed that this site may have been a source for this raw material, similar to a 
quarry, where it was harvested for later use or traded elsewhere (Croes et al. 2013). 
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Fig. 18. Number of examples of Przmus emarginata strips from reported Northwest Coast wet 
sites. Qwu?gwes has a noticeable large occurrence - possibly collected for later use or trade. 

Biederbost, Conway, Hoko River, Ozette Village, and Qwu?gwes wet sites have examples 
of cherry bark in a functional context. Therefore, a description of their uses at those sites may help 
suggest other uses at sites such as Qwu?gwes. Ancient cherry bark strips have been found binding 
fishhook shanks at Hoko River (Croes 1995:88) and otherwise unmodified anchor stones at 
Conway (Munsell 1976:121), Hoko River (Croes 1995:177-180) and Biederbost (Nordquist 
1961 :3-4, 1976:200). The most common use at Ozette Village was in the construction of the 
whale harpoon equipment (Croes 1980: 149). 

Other uses observed at Ozette Village include bindings for projectile or spear points, 
bindings for anchor stones, wrappings in lattice work, imbrications on coil basketry, and weft 
wrappings in open wrapped west coast burden baskets (Croes 1980:147-150). 

A small toy war club, less than 5 cm long was found at Qwu?gwes. The club was 
constructed using a pebble wrapped onto the end of a cedar stick using cherry bark for binding 
(Fig. 19). If this artifact were not in a wet site, the pebble would be all that is preserved, and would 
never be recognized as an artifact (Croes et al. 2013). 

The importance of cherry bark as a raw fiber material has not been adequately recognized 
in Northwest Coast archaeology. Hopefully this overview of cherry bark sheds some light on the 
importance of this raw material through, no doubt, a vast time period. 

Nets 

This important fishing equipment has been found from many Northwest Coast wet sites. 
The oldest net so far dates to approximately 5,000 years old (C14 dating) from the Lanaak wet site 
( 49-XP A-78) on southern Baranof Island, southeastern Alaska (Table 4, Bernick 1999) supporting 
the fact that netting is a very ancient technology along the Northwest Coast. The uses also vary 
from smaller mesh dip nets to larger web gill nets (Table 4 ). Qwu?gwes is the only site where big 
leaf maple bark is extensively used to make nets (Hawes 2013). 
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Fig. I 9 . Example of a miniature toy wa r club from Qwu?i::,rwes wet site (scale=cm; N l 9E 12, 40-45, 
2007); the handle is split cedar wood, the wrapping is a cherry bark strip and the head is a green 
sedimentary pebble (I ll ustration by Candra Zhang, 2009) . 

TABLE 4. CURRENTLY RECORD ED NORTHWEST COAST WET SITE NET SUMMARY, 

OLDEST TO YOU NG EST 

Wet Site Date Construction Material 
Ply 

Mesh Size 
Proposed 

Direction Use 

Lanaak, Baranof Island, 5,000 B.P. Picea sircl,ensis: Sitka Spruce Root None-Single 3.5-5.0 cm Dip Net 
SE Alaska (49XPA78) Filament 

Hoko River (45CA2 13) 3,000 B.P. Picea si1chensis: Sitka Spruce Splint None- Sing le IO cm Gill Net 
NW Olympic Peninsula Limbs Filament 

Musqueam Northeast 3,000 B.P. Th,!ia p/ica1a: Western Red Cedar Z-ply 15 cm Gi ll Net 
(DhRt4) Fraser Delta Inner Bark 

Water Hazard (DgRs30) 2.000 B.P. Th,!fa p/ica1a: Western Red Cedar S-ply 8.9 cm Gill Net 
Fraser Delta Inner Bark 

Qwu?gwes ( 45TN240) 500 B.P. ,.J eer macrophy/111111: Biglea f (or S & Z-ply 8 .4 cm Gill Net and 

Southern Puget Sound Broadlea() Maple Inner Bark Dip Net 

Ozelle Village (45CA24) 300 B.P. Picea si1chensis: Sitka Spruce Root Z-p ly 3.8 cm Dip Net 

NW Olympic Peninsula 
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Northwest Coast Archaeological Plant Technology-Case Study of Salish Sea Wet 
Site Perishable Artifact Comparisons 

In 2009, the name Salish Sea for the inland marine waters of British Columbia, Canada 
and Washington state, USA was officially adopted. The Salish Sea forms a single .functioning 
estuarine ecosystem (previously referred to as the Georgia Basin-Puget Sound watershed; Fig. 
20). The northern Salish Sea has been the region for developing this region's archaeological 
phases, largely through the stone, bone-antler, and shell (SB-AS) artifacts from common shell 
midden sites (Table 5). We have chosen this region for a case study comparing wood and fiber 
artifacts from wet sites in this overall region to show how these abundant perishable artifacts have 
shifted perspectives on cultural evolution in this region. 

With the expanding excavation of Northwest Coast wet sites, we can now examine the 
technically most sensitive artifact of all-ancient basketry. In contrast to stone, bone-antler and 
shell (SB-AS) artifacts, basketry construction involves fundamental technical complexities that 
"objectify themselves in the product and are not lost in the process of making" (Weltfish 
1932: 108); basketry is an additive technology not unlike ancient pottery in other parts of the 
world. As Adovasio in his North America-wide examinations of ancient basketry, mostly from dry 
cave sites, points out: 

... few classes of artifacts available to the archaeologist for analysis possess more 
culturally determined and still visible attributes than basketry .... It appears to be 
an established fact that no two populations ever manufactured their basketry in 
precisely the same fashion. Not only is this ethnographically demonstrable, it also 
seems to be archaeologically valid as well (Adovasio 1974: I 02). 

In a study of over 2,800 Northwest Coast ethnographic museum baskets, Joan Megan 
Jones statistically verified the correlation of basketry types and "tribal" groupings (1976:173). As 
with these museum and contemporary Northwest Coast basketry traditions, these cultural 
distinctive techniques and styles no doubt have considerable time depth and can be used to 
identify the distinctive cultural styles of ancient Northwest Coast groups. For the Salish Sea itself, 
the data reflects an outside Wakashan style versus an inside (inland sea) Coast Salish styles 
through at least 3,000 years of time. 

Ancient basketry in the Salish Sea and surrounding areas have revealed a pattern that 
regionally cross-cuts the Phases or Culture Types established well by SB-AS artifacts: Locamo 
Beach, Marpole and Gulf/Late Phases (Fig. 21; Table 5). Possibly this is the result of different kinds 
of cultural transmission, affecting different categories of artifacts differently. We argue that SB-AS 
artifacts tend to be subsistence and manufacturing related artifacts, as are those made of wood and 
fiber, as discussed above, including fishhooks and nets (subsistence) and wooden splitting wedges 
(manl!facturing). These categories of subsistence/manufacturing artifacts are probably rapidly 
dispersed through diffusion, or a process called blending/ethnogenesis (Croes 2005:231-232). 

A good example of a wooden subsistence artifact is the self-barbed bentwood fishhooks 
with a knob leader attachment (Type B; Fig. 15). This artifact appears to cross-cut basketry style 
areas (C and A in Fig. 1) as do the SB-AS artifacts that define phase designations (see map of 
Type B bentwood fishhook distribution in Fig. 1, above; Croes 1997). Therefore, not unlike SB
AS subsistence artifacts, this Type B wooden fishhook blends through diffusion across the region 
and through time. In fact, this fishhook type, no longer seen into the historic period in the Salish 
Sea region, appears to continue in use on the historic North Coast Tlingit-Haida areas as the main 
cod-fishing hook (Stewart 1982; Croes 1997). 
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Fig. 20. Map of the Sa li sh Sea, showing locations of different contact-peri od ethnographic groups 
in thi s largely Coast Sa lish region (outli ned in white), and the locati ons of wet/waterlogged sites 
artifacts (base map cou1tesy Stefan Freelan , 2009) . 
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TABLE 5. EXAMPLES OF PROPOSED SUBSISTENCE, MANUFACTURE, AND CONTAINER/ 
LINES ARTIFACTS FOUND IN ASSOCIATION WITH SALISH SEA PHASES DEFINED 
MOSTLY IN THE GULF OF GEORGIA REGION 1 

Phase/Culture Type Artifacts Represented 

Locarno Beach 
medium-sized flaked points; quartz crystal microblades & microcores; flaked slate/schist; 
microflakes made with bipolar flaking technique [Wet (H): hafted in split cedar handles as 
fish fillet knives]; large faceted ground slate points; ground slate knives; many quartz crystal 

Subsistence 
microblades [Wet (H): end hafted on split cedar handle]; grooved and notched sinkers; [Wet 
(H,M): cherry bark wrapped stone sinkers]; handstone and grinding slabs; unilaterally and 
bilaterally barbed antler antler points; [Wet {H): unilaterally barbed wooden points with line 
guards]; antler toggling harpoon heads; antler harpoon foreshafts; [Wet (H, M): Fiber gill 
nets], [Wet (H): wooden shanked fishhooks, Types A and B, Fig. 15] 

Manufacturing small, well-made ground stone celts; [Wet (H, M): wooden splitting wedges]; heavy bone wedges; 
antler wedges; mussel celts; sandstone abraders; [Wet (H): wooden tule mat creaser] 

[Wet (H, M): baskets (numerous types), cedar and tule mats, tumpline straps, hats; 
Fiber Containers/lines ropes, cords and strings] 

Other ground stone and coal labrets; [Wet (H): decorated wooden blanket or hair pin] 

Marpole 
flaked stone points in a number of forms; microblades and microcores; large leaf-
shapped and smaller triangular ground slate points; thin ground slate knives; handstones 

Subsistence and grinding slabs; barbed, nontoggling antler harpoon points with a tang, lineguard or 
line hole, most unilaterally barbed; [Wet (W, B): wooden shanked fishhooks, Type B, 
Fig. 15] [Wet (B): cherry bark wrapped stone sinkers); [Wet (W): Fiber gill nets] 

ground stone celts; [Wet (W, B): wooden splitting wedges]; antler wedges; antler sleeve 
Manufacturing hafts; stone hand mauls, with nipple or decorated top; sandstone abraders; sectioned 

and split bone awls 

[Wet (W, B): baskets (numerous types), cedar mats, tumpline straps; ropes, cords and 
Fiber Containers/lines strings] 

disk beads of shale or clamshell; ground stone labrets; stone sculptures, including 
Other decorated bowls, seated human figures 

Gulf/Late Phase 
small, triangular flaked basalt points; thin triangular ground slate points; thin ground 
slate knives; unilaterally barbed bone points; bone single-points and bipoints; [Wet (O): 

Subsistence bone bipoints in wood shanked fishhooks); antler composite toggling harpoon valves; 
ground sea mussel shell points; [Wet (O, Q): Fiber dip and gill nets], [Wet (O, Q): 
wooden shanked fishhooks]; [Wet (C, O): cherry bark wrapped stone sinkers] 

Manufacturing large ground stone celts, sandstone abraders; flat-topped stone hand mauls; split and 
sectioned bone awls; [Wet {O, C, F, Q): wooden splitting wedges]; antler wedges 

[Wet (O, C, F, Q): baskets (numerous types), cradles, cedar and tule mats, tumpline 
Fiber Containers/Lines straps, hats; ropes, cords and strings), 

Other decorated antler combs; decorated bone blanket or hair pins 

1 Source for stone, bone-antler, shell (sh-as) artifact types: Mitchell (1990:340-348). Wet site abbreviations: 
h: Hoko; m: Musqueam ne; w: Water hazard; b: Biederbost; c: Conway; f: Fishtown; q: Qwu?gwes; o: Ozette. 
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A second example of broad diffusion/blending distribution is the wooden splitting wedge with 
rope collar, a manufacturing artifact. This type of collared wooden splitting wedge tool is found in all 
Northwest Coast wet sites for at least 10,700 years, as seen at the oldest known aquifer wet site, Kilgii 
Gwaay on southern Queen Charlotte Island, B.C. (Fedje and Mathewes 2005:198-203). This 
manufacturing artifact certainly demonstrates the success and longevity of this woodworking 
technology and how it was shared through time and space on the ancient Northwest Coast. 

Basketry is often considered a container category of artifact, and, as with ceramics in the 
Southwest, can be made with a wide variety of techniques that can reflect emblemic styles-reflecting 
culturally who the makers represent (Wiessner 1983). Technically basketry is so diverse, through both 
weaving and sewing techniques, that in manufacturing techniques can be used for family and 
community cultural identity. The methods are often guarded in ther cultural transmission through a 
process called branching/phylogenesis (Croes 2005:232-233). In this branching/phylogenesis process: 

the similarities and differences among cultures are the result of a combination of 
predominately within-group information transmission and population fissioning. The 
strong version of the hypothesis suggests that 'Transmission Isolating Mechanisms' 
(TRIMS) (Durham 1992) impedes the transmission of cultural elements [ considered 
basketry elements/styles here] among contemporaneous communities. (Collard, 
Shennan and Tehrani 2006) 

A graphical representation of the way we perceive the processes of blending/ethnogensis and 
branching/phylogenesis is provided in Fig. 21. The newly analyzed ancient basketry tends to be 
guarded by communities/families and branches between regions through time as a form of emblemic 
styles or identity (Croes 2012a). Blending/ethnogenesis processes are proposed to define ancient 
Salish Sea Phases-Locamo Beach, Marpole, Gulf/Late-through rapid diffusion of good ideas for 
subsistence and mant{facturing artifacts, whether wood/fiber or SB-AS varieties. Also these Salish Sea 
archaeological phases have been characterized as economic stages and/or plateaus that all Salish Sea 
area groups went through, reflected in the subsistence and manufacturing artifacts shared across the 
region (Croes and Hackenberger 1988). 

To demonstrate statistically how these ancient Northwest Coast basketry technologies have 
shown these branching patterns in the Salish Sea region, we have carefully defined and compared their 
(a) modes or attributes, (b) types or classes, and (c) functional categories to show how they reflect 
potential emblemic sensitivity (Croes 1975, 1977, 1989, 1992a, 1992b, 1995, 2005). Eighty four 
distinct basketry modes or attributes systematically derived from the character dimensions of basket,y 
construction materials, shapes, construction techniques, selvages, gauge of weave, size and swface 
ornamentation were compared individually among the twelve major Northwest Coast wet sites, nine 
or 75% of which are within the core Salish Sea region (Figs. 1 and 20). 

Initial studies focused on using cluster analyses to measure degrees of similarity. Recent 
studies have used cladistic analyses, which more specifically define phylogenetic relationship in terms 
of relative recency of common ancestry. Ultimately, cladistic analysis seeks to find a special similarity 
rather than overall similarities. 

The earlier resulting site average linkage clusters are regional, even though spatial and/or 
temporal considerations are not introduced as factors in the testing (Croes 2005; Fig. 22). The 
similarity coefficient between the regionally close Hoko River and Ozette (A cluster) is not as strong 
as between the temporally closer Musqueam Northeast, Water Hazard and Biederbost (3-2000 B.P., 
Cl cluster), or Qwu?gwes, Conway, and Fishtown (1000 B.P., C2 cluster) sites, but the A cluster 
similarity distance can be explained by (a) 2,500-year temporal distance and (b) the fact that the Ozette 
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collection represents a prima,y deposition. contairnng an entire winter village house assemblage 
preserved under a massive mudslide, whereas the Hoko depos its are secondary, being discarded, 
typically broken examples from along a fi shing camp beach. Therefo re. as expected, Ozette has a 
much wider variety of avai lable " household" basketry, making thi s clustering worthy of note. 

The same presence/absence data was used to conduct the cladi stic sta ti stica l analyses. 
However, these tests explore exclusive common ancestry as indicated by evolutionarily novel or 
derived character states. The resulting unrootcd cladogram shows a similar and compl imentary pattern 
to the average linkage cluster ana lyses, add itionally supporting the cultural connections of basketry 
styles through time and space of these orthwest Coast sites (Fig. 23). 

Branching 
(Identity) 

Branching 
(Identity) 

Blending 
(diffusion/ 
phases) 

Blending 
(diffusion/ 
phases) 

Blending 
(diffusion/ 
phases) 

Blending 
(diffusion/ 
phases) 

Blending 
(diffusion/ 
phases) 

Fig. 21. Idealized example of how artifact categories (especially subsistence and manufacturing) may 
be shared across the region through blending/ethnogenesis, largely through rapid diffusion du ring 
economic shifts (or stages; also see Croes and Hackenbergcr 1988), and how proposed emblemic 
basketry artifacts branch through the region through guarding of techniques that reflect cultural 
identity through branch ing/phylogcnesis. 
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Fig. 22. Dendrogram representing an average linkage cluster analysis of Northwest Coast wet site 
basketry attributes (modes) on a matrix of Jaccard's Coefficient ( degrees of similarity: 1 =complete 
similarity, O=no similarity). Data as of 2012, using current Hoko River and Qwu?gwes data and 
Bernick (1983, 1989); see Fig. 1 for site locations. 

Ozette 

Hoko 

MusqueamNE 

water Hazard 

Fig. 23. Unrooted tree diagram based on PAUP software-Phylogenetic Analysis Using Parsimony
statistical test of Northwest Coast wet site basketry attributes (modes). Data as of 2012 using current 
Hoko River and Qwu?gwes data and Bernick 1983, 1989; see Fig. 1 for site locations). From this data 
and results we would propose that ancient Coast Salish basketry is represented for 3,000 years from 
sites in Area C (Cl sites: 2000-3000 years ago, C2 sites: 500-1000 years ago) and propose the top end 
branch is representing Wakashan basketry sites for 3,000 years in Area A. For additional details and 
discussion of all the sites and analysis, see Croes, Kelly, and Collard (2005: 13 7-149). 
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The association of sites in both statistical tests of Musqueam Northeast-Water Hazard
Biederbost (Cl cluster; a spatial spread of 125 miles as the crow flies, and further spatial spread than 
between Musqueam and Hoko (about 100 miles)), and the Conway-Fishtown-Qwu?gwes (C2 
cluster; with a 125 mile spread) basketry modes is particularly tight and is proposed to represent a Gulf 
of Georgia/Puget Sound (main reach of Salish Sea) inland sea Coast Salishan stylistic region (Fig. 24, 
clusterC) (Croes 1977:195-199). 

Musequeam NE 

Biederbost 

Water Hazard 

FIShtown 

Conway 

1,000 BP 

Qwu?(1N&S 

Fig. 24. Slanted cladistic analysis cladogram derived from Gulf of Georgia-Puget Sound wet site 
basketry attributes (modes) creating a phylogenesis tree of Coast Salish basketry style and proposed 
ethnic linguistic inter-connections in the heart of the inside Salish Sea for 3,000 years (based on PAUP 
software). See this as Area C in Fig. 23. 

The pattern of branching basketry style continuity on the Northwest Coast, and especially the 
Salish Sea case study, can be graphically depicted through time and space and reflects how these 
artifact styles cross-cut through for at least 3,000 years the phases defined by SB-AS artifact types, 
mostly associated with subsistence and mamfacturing tasks (Fig. 25). 

A good example of likely embleic style differences at contemporary, 3,000 year B.P., 
Musqueam Northeast and Hoko River wet sites are the common pack baskets at each fishing camp. 
The carrying or burden basket comprise of over 50% of all baskets at each site (Croes 2005:239); 
however, the weave on the bottom and body, and the handle and tumpline attachments on these 
baskets were distinctly different at each site (Fig. 26). Although the burden basket is quite common at 
each of the 3,000 year old wet sites, they are very different in technology and style-but no doubt 
equally efficient as carrying or burden baskets. At this 3,000 year old time period we would suggest 
that someone seeing one of these baskets, and possibly a person carrying one, would identify the 
basket and carrier as an outside West Coast or inside Salish Sea person. Alternatively, if one saw a 
basket load of some product in one of these baskets, they would know its origin. Because of the 
continuity of styles through time on the outside West Coast and inside Salish Sea, one potentially may 
also be able to recognize that the person was ancestral Makah or Coast Salish too. 
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Fig. 25. Hypothetical branching stylistic/ethnic phylogenetic continuity patterns, based on basketry 
artifact analyses wh ich cross-cut ethnogenetic phase designations based on Central Coast SB-AS 
artifacts (for site abbreviations, see Fig. I ; also, for a di fferent rendition of the Coast Salish continuity 
see Fig. 24). Note: when looking at onl y SB-AS artifacts from Ozette, it refl ects the Gul f of Georgia 
Phase, though clearly Makah in perishable aitifacts from the wet site (see Croes, Kelly and Collard 
2005: 14 1- 154). 

Conclusion 

Wet site paleoethnobotanica l research has broad potentia l for learn ing about the wood and fiber 
technologies used by ancient- and contact-period people on the No1t hwest Coast. Using preliminary 
case studies that focused on micro- and macro-floral identificati ons and technological compari sons 
th rough time and space, a framework has been developed fo r use of these materials throughout the 
Salish Sea. Major arti fact catego ri es used to develop thi s framework include subsistence (e.g., 
wooden shank fi shhooks and nets), manufacture (e.g., wooden ,vedges, wood chip debitage and 
basketry element debitage), containers (e.g., basketry and wooden boxes/bowls), and tying (e.g. , 
cordage and binding elements). Given that wood and fiber materials comprised perhaps as much as 
90% of the material culture in a pre-contact community, evidence from wet sites reveals technological 
complexity that can be used to better explain defined archaeological phases as economic stages that 
are cross-cut through time by the branching basketry styles that better reflect cultural identi ty. 
Together non-perishable and wet site peri shable artifacts have great potential fo r developing ho lis ti c 
views of the overall ancient cul tural dyna mics from thi s distinct Northwest Coast region. 



Definition 
Illustrated Reconstruction 
and Frequency of Occurrence 

HOKO BASKET (Ns:82) 

HO-Bl MATERIAL: splints 
SHAPE: inverted, sub

rectangular, truncated 
cone or? 

BASE CONSTRUCTION : wrap twining 
over ex
panding weft 
base or? 

BODY CONSTRUCTION: open wrapping 
EXTENSIONS : none or double 

tumpline loops 
(n•61, 14%) 

Definition 

Illustrated Reconstruction 
and Frequency of Occurrence 

MUSQUEAM NORTHEAST BASKET (N:114) 

MU-Bl . MATERIAL: splints (cedar) 
SHAPE: inverted, sub

rectangular, truncated 
cone or? 

BASE CONSTRUCTION: t will 2/2 
or twill 
3/3 or? 

BODY CONSTRUCTION: wrap around 
plaiting 

EXTENSIONS: single opposing looped 
handles, series of 
looped handles or? 

or 

(n=57, 50%) 
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Fig. 26. Definitions of the common pack basket types from the contemporary 3,000 year old Hoko 

Ri ver and Musqueam Northeast sites (Croes 1977, 1995). 
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GROUND-PENETRATING RADAR STUDIES AT THE HAMMER 
TEST BED FACILITY, RICHLAND, WASHINGTON 

Lawrence 8. Conyers 

ABSTRACT 

The HAMMER geophysical test bed in Richland, Washington provides a facility to 
compare ground-penetrating radar (GPR) reflection images to known 
archaeological features in the ground. The test bed provides simulated buried 
features, including stone cairns and rings, burials, trash middens, artifacts and other 
materials, that were buried at depths from 12-36 inches in sandy ground and then 
re-buried with the same material. In 2002, grids of GPR data were collected in dry 
and wet ground conditions, and the amplitude maps from each were compared to 
the known buried features using 900, 500 and 400 MHz frequency reflection maps 
and profiles. The stone and metal objects and features were visible in most images, 
with only the 900 MHz maps failing to identify the deepest buried features due to 
energy attenuation with depth. When the ground was wet the metal features were 
still visible, but water hampered delineation of some features due to differential 
water distribution in some areas of the grid that had been compacted by 
mechanized machinery. The wooden features were invisible when the ground was 
dry, but visible when wet, as they retained water and produced distinct radar energy 
reflection surfaces. These variations in feature definition during different ground 
conditions are very important for GPR exploration and mapping in sandy ground 
and can be readily applied to many field conditions. The differences in antenna 
frequency also played a role in feature definition, especially with regard to depth. 
Features with no difference in materials along their boundaries, such as burials and 
the un-fired earth oven, were invisible with GPR as there were no differences in 
materials from which to reflect radar energy. 

Introduction 

Geophysical archaeology has long been used as a way to explore for and map buried 
archaeological features and associated geological units in the ground (Conyers 2013; Gaffney and 
Gater 2003). The most common methods used today are ground-penetrating radar (GPR) (Conyers 
2013), magnetics (Aspinall et al. 2009), and earth-resistance (resistivity) (Schmidt 2013). In many 
cases data sets produced from these methods can go far beyond finding buried materials and be 
used to construct past landscapes (Campana and Piro 2009; Conyers 2009) and test hypotheses 
about cultural change and history (Conyers 20 I 0). 

Ground-penetrating radar is being increasingly employed by archaeologists and other 
scientists to explore for and to locate three-dimensional archaeological features, artifacts, and 
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important cultural strata in the near-surface. The GPR method has been especially effective in 
certain sediments and soils within 1-5 meters of the ground surface, where the archaeological 
targets to be imaged have significant physical and chemical contrasts with the surrounding 
medium. Site conditions such as moisture, soil types, clay mineralogy, and matrix stratigraphy are 
factors affecting the success of a GPR survey (Conyers 2013). It is usually not known in advance 
if a GPR survey will be successful, and there have been many failures, few of which have entered 
the published record. As a result, there are common misconceptions about the utility of GPR in 
different environments, and often unsubstantiated "rules of thumb" are cited as reasons why GPR 
should or should not be used in any given area. Previous studies from many sites all over the 
world indicate that many of these preconceptions regarding GPR technology are incorrect, 
misleading, or uninformed (Conyers 2012). For this reason direct comparisons between known 
features in the ground, such as at the HAMMER site, and the produced GPR images can be 
especially valuable. 

Before geophysics can be used as a primary database in attempting to understand the past 
(Kvamme 2003), datasets must be calibrated with and compared to known features in the 
ground. There are a number of ways to interpret often complex images produced from 
geophysics, the most straightforward being spatial analysis of the resulting maps (Conyers 2012: 
20). Sometimes geophysical results produce maps or images that are exactly as would be 
expected if buried features were excavated and exposed to the human eye (Goodman and Piro 
2013). Most often, some type of more complex interpretation is necessary in order to 
differentiate cultural "anomalies" from those that might have been produced from associated 
features or other origins, background "noise" or post-depositional disruptions of modifications. 
One very useful method, which is a type of "geophysical experimental archaeology," is to 
collect data over test beds where simulated archaeological features have been buried (Conyers 
2004). The HAMMER Geophysical Test Bed provides one excellent resource for this type of 
comparison. 

In 2002, a GPR research experiment was conducted at the Remote Target Test Bed 
component of the HAMMER facility, funded by the Strategic Environmental Research and 
Development Program (SERDP), a Department of Defense environmental research program. 

The HAMMER Test Site 

The HAMMER Geophysical Test Bed, near Richland, Washington, dates to 1994 when the 
Hazardous Materials Management and Emergency Response Training Facility (HAMMER) 
responded to a request from Hanford Area Tribes to help develop non-destructive tools to assist in 
the location of human burials and other important resources. A 7-acre parcel was set aside for 
cultural resources research and training. Planning for a geophysical test bed commenced. Through 
consultation with the tribes, the idea for a surface component also emerged to assist in educating 
people, for example, law enforcement officers, in the identification of archaeological sites, 
artifacts, and looted sites. 

The Cultural Resource Test Bed is described in detail on Confederated Tribes of the 
Umatilla Indian Reservation (CTUIR) website: http://www.umatilla.nsn.us/crpp/tr_hammer.htm). 
Briefly, the Test bed has two major components: 

1. The "surface" component consists of approximately 12 sites, constructed by the Cultural 
Resource Protection Program, includes housepits, burials, lithic scatters, and historic 
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dumps. The surface component is used primarily for tra111111gs where it provides 
opportunities for people to see artifacts (reproductions) in context. 

2. The --subsurface·· component. named the Remote Target Test Bed. contains 30 buried 
archaeological features buried in sandy ground. inc luding simulated burials. prehistoric 
and histori c trash dumps, a li thic cache. a bri ck well. and an earth oven (Woody and 
Stapp 2002). The subsurface component is used fo r geophys ica l experimentation with 
technologies such as ground penetrating radar. magnetometry. and electro-resistivity. 

The Remote Target Test Bed was designed and constructed by sc ientists at Pacific 
Northv,,est ational Laboratory (PNNL) in consultat ion with cultura l resource professionals from 
the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reserva tion (CTU IR) and the Wanapum of Priest 
Rapids. The goal was to bury materials to simulate both pre-historic and historic archaeological 
deposits in a test bed I 00x30 ft . in dimension. The ground was first excavated using heavy 
equipment and divided into three general areas wi th a shallow bed 12 in. below the surface , a 
moderate depth 24 in. deep and a deep area 36 in. below the ground surface (Fig. I). The three 
fl oors of the trench were not modified and the materials were placed on or within the exposed sand 
sediment. The excavated surfaces of these units were treated as the original paleo-surfaces. on 
which arti facts were deposited and some caches and simulated buria ls ,,ve re dug. Filling of the test 
bed by the same sediment originally in the trench would simulate the passage of time and the 
subsequent burial of the archaeological features. A vari ety of materials were then placed or 
constructed on the three surfaces to simulate a shell midden. rock cairn. rock rings and pi les and a 
cairn, lithic scatters and caches. an historic dump. earth oven (un-fired). wooden rail road ti es and a 
tree stump (Fig. 2). These. and other simulated features were then measured in space (depth being 
determined by the depth of the excavations within which the features were placed). and then re
buried by mechanized machinery (Fig. 3). 

Fig. I. The Remote Target Test Beel after trenching and placement or artifacts and featu res on the 
three excava tion surface. The deeper zone (36 in. ) is in the foreground. v,·ith the medium (24 in.) 
and shallow depth ( 12 in.) areas in the distance (looking north). September 2002. 
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Fig. 2. The conceptual model of The Remote Target Test Bed, with the larger features of interest 
shown. North is to the left of the model. 

Fig. 3. Photograph showing the burying of simulated archaeological features in the Remote 
Target Test Bed using heavy equi pment to carefull y refill the trench with the original sandy 
material. September 2002. 
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Ground Penetrating Radar Data Co llection 

A total of six grids or GPR data ,,ve re co llected over the site using two different antennas 
for different depth penetration and resolution. A GSSI SIR- 3000 control system. ,,vith 400 and 900 
MHz antennas. was used with an attached survey '"'heel fo r distance measurement. In addi tion. a 
Sensors and Software contro l system with 450 MHz antenna was also used as a further 
comparison (Fig. 4). Data were collected in grids that had been surveyed into space (x and y 
dimensions) so direct compari sons could be made between buried materials and the resulting GPR 
maps. The GPR grids co llec ted were larger than the test bed vvith about 1.5 meters overlap in all 
dimensions. 

Data were first co llected in September. 2002 when the ground was very dry. Comparable 
datasets were aga in collected in February 2003. after the ground had been fl ooded for three days 
from a fire-hose attached to an industrial-sized sprinkler. The two ve ry different data sets (dry and 
wet) were then processed and compared to see how radar reOections and the resulting maps 
produced would vary depending on whether the sand matrix and the buried fea tures retained or 
di stributed water. 

Fig. 4. Photograph of technician collecting GPR reflection data at the Remote Target Test Bed. 
using a Sensors and Software 450 MHz antenna. 

The Ground Penetrating Radar Method 

Ground-penetrating radar data are acquired by re flecting pulses or radar energy on a 
surface antenna. which generates waves or va rious ,,vavelengths that propagate outward. The 
waves spread into the ground in a cone as the waves propaga te downward. As these waves move 
in the ground. they can be refl ected back from buried objects. featu res or bedding surfaces (Fig. 5). 
The refl ected waves then trave l back to the ground surface and are detected and recorded at a 
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receivi ng antenna that is paired with the transmiting antenna. The tv,10-way trave l times of the 
waves into the ground to the reflection surface and back to the receiving antenna are recorded in 
nanoseconds. As the radar ,,vaves propagate through various materi als in the ground, their ve loc ity 
wi ll change depending on the physical and chemical properties of the material through which they 
are trave ling (Conyers 20 13). At contacts between different materi als in the ground the waves· 
propagating velocity can change and when this occurs a reflected wave is generated. Some 
reflected waves will then travel back to the ground surface and recorded while the remaining 
energy continues to propagate deeper and can be re flec ted again from additional interfaces. until 
all the energy finally dissipates with depth. Only the reflected energy that trave ls back to the 
surface antenna is recorded and visible for interpretation. If buried surfaces that refl ect energy are 
oriented in a way that waves move av,,ay from the surface antenna. that reflected energy will not 
be recorded. making those interfaces effec ti ve ly invisible using the GPR method. 
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Fig. 5. Reflection profi le showing the shallov,, midden and brick wel l as high ampl itude reflections in 
the shallow portion of the test beds. 

The velocity of rada r energy in the ground can be calculated and reflected radar wave 
travel times converted to distance (or depth in the ground). It is this abi li ty to determine depth that 
makes GPR capable of producing a three-dimensional data set. There are many ways to calculate 
ve locity (Conyers 20 13). all of which are estimates of wave propagation speed through packages 
of sediments and soi ls. Velocity of propagating waves can vary considerably with depth. usual ly 
decreasing as water saturation increases, and also va ry latera lly because of a variety of other 
changes in ground composition. At HAMMER. ve locity v,1as easily de termined as the travel time 
of the radar waves was directly measured. and depth was simulated using the known depths from 
construction of the test site. 

Various frequency antennas can be used for radar transmission into the ground. High 
frequency antennas will produce short wavelength rada r waves, capable of high resolution , but 
only shallow penetration. The highest frequency antenna used at HAMMER was the 900 MHz 
antenna. which was capable of transmitting energy to about 3 feet (one meter) in the sandy ground. 
The 400 and 500 MHz antennas were also used. which transmitted energy to 12 feet (3 meters) in 
the ground, which was more than enough depth to resolve all the bu ried features at HAMMER. 
but with somewhat lesser resolution than the 900 MHz. 
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Jn most GPR datasets. radar antennas are moved along the ground in transects and two
dimensional profi les of a large number of reflections at va rious depths are created to produce 
reflection profiles (Fig. 5). When data are acquired in a closely-spaced se ries of antenna transects 
within a grid. reflections from adjoining profiles can be re-sampled. compared and then processed 
into amplitude maps (Fig. 6). These images produce an accurate three-dimensional picture of 
buried reflection surfaces (Conyers 20 I 3) indicating the location of fea tures spatially (in x and y 
dimension) and with good depth cont ro l (z). An interpretation of the reflections in the ground can 
then be accomplished using both reflection profiles and amplitude maps. which show the intensity 
of reflections across the grid in defined horizonta l slices (Fig. 6). At HAMMER a 25 cm transect 
spacing was used. 
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Figure 6. Amplitude map of the 400 MHz reflection data collected when the sandy ground was very 
dry in September 2002. 
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The buried discontinuities where reflections occur are usually created by changes in 
electrical properties of the sediment or soil, lithologic changes, and differences in bulk density at 
stratigraphic interfaces. Those measurable (and sometimes visible) differences in materials in the 
ground create water saturation variation within those buried units, which is what usually produces 
the velocity changes that generate wave reflections. Reflections can also be created by void spaces 
in the ground, which may be encountered with burials, tombs, tunnels. In theory, any variation in 
buried material that produces an abrupt radar wave velocity change will create reflections. Metal is 
a perfect radar reflection surface and almost always produces high amplitude features in both 
profiles and amplitude maps. Wood and other organic materials rarely reflect radar waves, except 
if they have retained water. 

The most common GPR processing step is the production of amplitude slice-maps, which 
produce horizontal images of all reflection amplitudes in defined levels. These are similar to 
arbitrary excavation levels in standard archaeological excavations, with the depth thickness 
defined by the radar travel times (and then converted to approximate depth in the ground using 
velocity calculations). Every reflection in every profile is compared, contrasted, averaged and 
gridded spatially across the grid in each slice, and then the relative amplitudes of those waves are 
displayed in maps. Color or gray scales can be applied to the relative strength of the recorded 
waves as a way to display the reflection features. Those reflection features were then directly 
correlated to the known features in the ground at HAMMER. 

Analysis and Comparison of GPR Images to the Known Features 

The high resolution 900 MHz antennas readily resolved all the features in the shallowest 
portion of the test bed including the rock ring, brick well, rock cairn and midden (Fig. 7). These 
features (Fig. 8) are mostly composed of reflective stones or metal trash, all of which was highly 
reflective especially at this shallow depth. The slice within which these features was sampled to 
produce the amplitude map was between 4 and 6 nanoseconds (two-way travel time), which 
corresponds to the 12 in. burial depths of these materials. In the 24 in. burial depth at HAMMER, 
the 8-10 nanosecond slice showed only the trash feature. The earth oven was effectively invisible 
with GPR (Fig. 7) as it had not been burned and was only an excavated pit in sand, filled with the 
same sand. As a result there is no discontinuity from which to reflect radar waves. Because 
reflections are only produced along interfaces of materials that have very distinct differences in 
composition (Conyers 2013), small features such as the lithic cache (Fig. 10) were too small to 
reflect energy from the 900, 500 or 400 MHz antennas and produced no distinct reflections. The 
burials (Fig. 7) were also invisible for the same reasons as the un-fired earth oven (Fig. 11 ). 

There are interesting broad features in the shallowest slice ( 4-6 nanoseconds) within the 
900 MHz maps (Fig. 7), which are compaction scars produced by the wheels of the earth mover 
that filled in the test bed (Fig. 3). These types of reflection features have been commonly seen 
elsewhere in areas that have been disturbed by heavy machinery (Conyers 2012: 91). 

The 400 and 500 MHz radar energy was used primarily to map the deepest buried 
materials at HAMMER. These frequencies were suitable for the 36 in. depths where a number of 
features were buried (Fig. 2). The wooden railroad ties buried in the deepest area of the test bed 
(Fig. 12) were invisible in the 400 MHz amplitude maps (Fig. 6) when the ground was dry. Wood 
and dry sand are comparable in their porosity and therefore retain similar amounts of water when 
dry. As in most usual ground materials it is differences in the water saturation that accounts for 
much of the reflectivity at their interfaces (Conyers 2012: 38), and the wood and sand contacts 
produced no reflections that could be resolved. 
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Fig. 7. Amplitude maps constructed from the 900 MHz reflection data showing high resolution 
features in the shallowest po1tion of the test bed (on the left). In the middle depth the trash feature is 
visible while the earth oven is invisible. 

Fig. 8. Photograph showing the simulated shallov,, rock ca irn. stone ring. brick we ll and trash 
midden. constructed at the 12- inch depth level of the Remote Target Test Bed. September 2002. 
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Fig. 9. Photograph showing the simulated trash pile and un-bumed earth oven (in the foreground). 
constructed in the medium depth level of the Remote Target Test Bed. The trash pile contains many 
metal objects that reflect radar energy, but the earth oven was un-fired and therefo re did not have a 
surface from which to reflect energy. 

Fig. 10. Photograph showing the simulated cache of lithic material s, constructed at the 24 in. depth 
level of the Remote Target Test Bed. These small arti facts reflected no radar energy due to their 
small size. 
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Fig. 11 . Photograph showing one of three simulated human buri als. constructed in the shal low level 
of the Remote Target Test Bed using organic material. These features produced no renections 
because there is not a di stinct surface from which to refl ect radar energy. 

Fig. 12. Photograph showing the railroad ties placed at the deepest portion of the Remote Target 
Test Bed. The rai lroad tie feature produced no reflections ,vhcn the ground ,,vas dry. When the 
ground had been saturated with water and then lefl to dra in for 2 days. these ties retained water like a 
porous sponge. while the water drained readily from the surro unding sand. As expected. the saturated 
rai I road ties reflected radar waves. 
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The site was sprinkled with a high volume of water from a fire hydrant fo r 3 days and the 
ground was then let to dry fo r 2 days before GPR data were co llected again. When the GPR grid 
was re-co llected in these wet conditions the railroad ti es were visible. as we ll as the heavy 
equipment scars in the shallower slices (Fig. 13). The compaction scars ,vere visible because they 
had differentia lly retained the water. A similar condition ,,vas visible with the rail road ties, which 
also retained water in their pore spaces. while the surrounding sand readily dra ined wate r due to its 
permeability. In the deep slices, the ,,vooden materials therefore produced high amplitude 
reflections as they had a high retained moisture content. 

While many of the more reflecti ve features, especially those that conta ined metal, reflec ted 
energy and were visible in the amplitude maps produced from data co llected in .. wet'· conditions. 
The '·wet .. amplitude maps were much "noisier" due to the differentially retained water in the 
sandy ground (Fig. 13). This complexity of differential water retention in the ground has been 
documented elsewhere (Conyers 2012: 95). 
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Conclusions 

At the HAMMER site, where the ground is sandy, features such as stone cairns, rock piles 
and buried metal readily generated reflections at depths between 12 and 36 in. in the ground. The 
only features that were invisible, no matter what the frequency of the antenna used, were the 
features that had no differences in composition from the matrix sand (earth oven and burials). The 
small lithic features were also invisible as they are too small to reflect the radar waves transmitted 
from the antennas used in these tests. The railroad ties produced no radar reflections when the 
ground was dry as they were not different enough in their reflective properties from the 
surrounding sand (Fig. 6). When water was applied then GPR data were re-collected, the wooden 
materials became one of the most prominent buried features visible in both reflection profiles and 
amplitude maps. The wood had retained water in its pore spaces like a sponge and the remaining 
water we had added to the ground percolated into the surrounding sand and moved downward. In 
this case the wood was visible with reflected waves because of its high water content and its 
contact with the quickly-draining sand, which created a large difference in velocity. In the 
processed amplitude maps collected during wet ground conditions the heavy equipment scars from 
site backfilling were also visible due to differential water retention due to differential sediment 
compaction. 

The results of these studies demonstrate that GPR is a very effective tool for finding and 
mapping many buried features in sandy ground, such as is found at the HAMMER site. All 
stone, metal and brick features will readily produce reflections and are visible in amplitude 
maps. Subtle features with no distinct boundaries between the features and the matrix will be 
difficult to image with GPR. A comparison of the GPR maps with the model features at the 
HAMMER site have yielded a much more complete understanding of the effectiveness of GPR 
surveys in this type of ground. It also shows how moisture differences can play a large role in 
feature resolution depending on the water holding and distribution characteristics of the buried 
materials. 

The difference between the resolution of the 400 and 900 MHz antennas was also 
significant, as many of the smaller features were much better resolved in the 900 MHz amplitude 
maps. Due to the limited depth of energy penetration of the 900 MHz energy, this was only 
possible in the upper 24 in. or so of the ground surface. The 400 and 500 MHz radar energy was 
capable of imaging all reflective features at all the depths in the test bed. 
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AN EXPERIMENT AL 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE EFFECTS 

OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON LITHIC SCATTERS 

Carolyn R. Temple and Robert Lee Sappington 

ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is to provide a basis for understanding the ways that cultural 
resources such as lithic scatters are being affected by the use of off-road vehicles. This 
project involved creating an artificial site by using lithic debitage and replicas of stone 
tools from modem tlintknappers. Debitage and stone tools were placed on the surface 
of plots that were driven over by a four-wheeler at controlled speeds for a specified 
number of times. Afterwards, each artifact was located to record movement and 
breakage. It is the intention of this project to provide a foundation for resource 
managers and recreation planners to better understand how cultural resources are being 
affected by off-road vehicles and to enable them to make decisions to effectively 
manage those resources that are located within areas being considered and/or impacted 
by the use of off-road vehicles. As off-road vehicle usage increases, so will the impacts 
to cultural resources. 

Introduction 
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This experimental study examines the ways that off-road vehicle recreation can impact 
cultural resources, particularly lithic scatters (Temple 2012). The purpose of this study is to 
identify and record the movement and breakage patterns of lithic artifacts within areas of off-road 
vehicle use. Although it would appear that one pass by a vehicle over a site would have a 
negligible effect on artifact movement and breakage, previous studies done on ecosystems indicate 
that even a single pass by an off-road vehicle over a lithic scatter has the potential to have a 
negative effect on the artifacts (Webb 1983 :51-79). It is anticipated that this preliminary study 
will provide a foundation for future studies as well as to offer land managers a strategy for 
balancing recreational use and cultural resources on public lands. 

Several studies have documented the impact that recreational vehicles have on natural 
resources. Delicate ecosystems such as riparian areas and waterways are damaged as banks and 
riverbeds are disturbed. In areas where off-road vehicle trails cross streams or rivers, oil and 
gasoline can inadvertently be washed from engines and cause pollution (Havlick 2002:36-58). 
Furthermore, leakage of hydrocarbons, such as gas and oil, can have an impact on buried organic 
cultural materials, making radiocarbon dating difficult or even useless (Davis 1983 :4 ). 

Soils are often irreparably damaged when plants, which act as soil stabilizers, are 
destroyed. Off-road vehicles also contribute to the transportation of non-native species that often 
choke out native plant life. Wildlife habitat and breeding areas are destroyed by the use of off-road 
vehicles (Long et al. 1999:3; Sampson 2009:190-201: Taylor n.d.:4). Soil compaction and erosion 
are also greatly increased in areas of off-road vehicle use (Webb 1983:51-79). One study revealed 
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that erosion in off-road vehicle use-areas increased by as much as 50 percent (Stull et al. 1979:9-
21; Wilshire 1979: 108). In some cases, the damage was so deep that even the bedrock was 
affected (U.S. Department of the Interior National Park Service 1999). 

Although the above reports clearly indicate that natural resources are affected by off-road 
vehicles, there has been little research on the exact ways that cultural resources are impacted by the 
same processes. In some instances, such as the case of the Yuba intaglios in Yuba Wash, California, 
where motorcycles and off-road vehicles destroyed 70-75% of the ground figures, it is easy to see 
and understand the damage (Bureau of Land Management Memo 1975). A 1980 study of site reports 
lists off-road vehicle use as a major contributor to the deterioration of homesteads, early settlement 
towns, and historic trails through theft and vandalism (Lyneis et al. 1980:4-20). In a survey of 
vandalized sites in southwestern Colorado, Paul Nickens and others blame off-road vehicle use for 
an increase in illegal excavation and surface collecting (Nickens, Larralde, and Tucker 1981: 108-
110). 

A 1976 study conducted by Brian and Teresa Zinck indicates that although established 
trails do affect archaeological sites through vegetation loss, increased erosion, artifact exposure to 
displacement and breakage, and loss of archaeological context, they also state that unestablished 
trails have little effect on sites (Zinck and Zinck 1976:23). This seems to conflict with Webb's 
findings that the greatest changes in soil properties occur within the first few passes, contributing 
to erosion and soil compaction (Webb 1983 :51 ;__ 79). As soil condition plays a large part in the 
preservation of artifacts as well as being a major contributor in understanding the context of the 
site, it is possible that even a one-time pass by an off-road vehicle could have a lasting effect. 

Although it is generally agreed that off-road vehicle use contributes to site degradation 
when the impacts are clearly visible, such as in the case of the destroyed intaglios, little has been 
done to quantify this damage. A less considered aspect of off-road vehicle use is the inadvertent 
impacts. Inadvertent impacts are acts that modify any element of a cultural resource including site 
size, artifact number, artifact density, or condition (Sullivan et al. 2002:42-45). Sullivan et al. also 
go on to say that since inadvertent impacts occur on surface rather than on stratified sites, it is 
considered to be less important and given little thought (Sullivan et al. 2002). In addition, as off
road vehicles are often used as a mode of travel to project areas located at a distance from roads, it 
is important that archaeologists are aware of the potential impacts that can occur to the very 
resources that they are trying to protect. The purpose of this study is an attempt to understand the 
inadvertent damage caused by the use of off-road vehicles. 

Off-Road Vehicle Definition and Use 

The term "off-road vehicle" is very broad. It can be confusing and is often used 
interchangeably with the terms Sports Utility Vehicle (SUV), All-Terrain Vehicle (A TV) and Off
Highway Vehicle (OHV). The definitions associated with each of these terms are ambiguous and 
it often falls to the discretion of the writer to define the intended use of the word within the 
document. This study employs the definition used by the Forest Service National OHV 
Implementation Team and defines the term "off-road vehicle" as refeITing to any vehicle that can 
"travel without roads or trails and such vehicles as four-wheel drive vehicles originally intended 
for highway use but capable of traveling off-road'' (National OHV Implementation Team 
2005:25). 

Although the first motorcycle was invented in the early 1900s, it was not until after World 
War II that people began looking for new ways to recreate. The Army's introduction of the Jeep 
provided a lightweight vehicle that had the ability to navigate off the beaten path (Foster 2004:66-
91 ). In the early 1960s, Honda began production of motorcycles that were capable of being ridden 
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in areas without established roads or trai]s and unveiled the first all-terrain vehicle in 1970 
(History of the ATV 201 O; Total Motorcycle 2011 ). By the mid-to-late 1970s, there were 
approximately 1.8 million off-road vehicles in the United States (Adams and McCool 2009). 
According to a USDA study, in 2000 there were nearly 36 million off-road vehicle users in the 
United States (Cordell et al. 2000:1-9). According to a report published in 2003 in California, off
road vehicle registration has increased 108% between 1980 and 2001 while off-roading 
opportunities (areas open to legal recreation) has decreased 48% during the same timeframe (U.S. 
Department of the Interior Bureau of Land Management 2003 :95). 

Not only has off-road vehicle use increased while legal-use areas have decreased, but the 
size and abilities of off-road vehicles have changed. Very different from the limited capabilities of 
early off-road vehicles, today's vehicles, such as the Polaris Ranger Crew, are 48+ inches wide, 
can carry as many as six passengers, and have the capability to tow 2,000 pounds, as well as carry 
more than 1,500 pounds in the cargo area (Adams and McCool 2009:45-116). Prior to 1990, 
vehicles wider than 40 inches were banned from use on national forest trails. In 1990, the Forest 
Service eliminated this rule and allowed each region to determine appropriate vehicle-use (Forest 
Development Trails 1990). This has allowed the use of vehicles like the Polaris Ranger Crew, 
which is nearly the same size as a small car with the capacity of a much larger vehicle. This 
increase in size and ability of these vehicles has raised concerns with public lands managers (U.S. 
Department of the Interior Bureau of Land Management 2001 ). 

A Forest Service survey that took place between July 1999 and July 2002 discovered that 
more than 88% of people in the United States who are 16 years and older participate in some type 
of outdoor recreation. Of those participating in outdoor activities, 17.4% ( or 3 7.1 million people) 
listed Off-Road 4-Wheel Driving, A TV, or motorcycles as their choice of activity (U.S. 
Department of the Interior 2002). 

Lithic Scatters 

Typically, lithic scatters are composed of debitage, or flakes, generated by the onsite 
production of projectile points and other flaked stone tools, and less frequently, by the tools 
themselves. Lithic scatters are one of the most abundant sites found on the landscape, especially 
within desert areas, such as the Great Basin. As the environment of these regions is not always 
conducive to long-term settlement, people did not stay long enough in any one area to leave much 
more than these subtle indicators of their passing. At first glance, lithic scatters often appear as 
little more than prehistoric waste scattered across the land. However, lithic scatters can provide a 
wealth of information if one looks a little deeper. Many archaeological undertakings begin with a 
pedestrian survey of an area and a lithic scatter is often the first indicator of a prehistoric site 
(Sullivan et al. 2002:42-45). 

Joseph Chartkoff states that as lithic scatters figure so prominently into the cultural record, 
that this situation "'gives significance to lithic scatters as a major expression of past cultural activity." 
He took this observation one step further by outlining five ways in which lithic scatters can provide 
information for cultural studies and land managers. The first is the ""within-site contexC that looks at 
the variation and patterning among the components of the scatter. Second, the ""assemblage as a 
whole" focuses on the scatter as a whole rather than just the parts. Third, the ··environmental 
context" sees the site in relation to environmental resources (such as tool material, water, or game). 
Fourth, is the "'context of cultural systems,'· meaning that aspects within lithic scatters can indicate 
area use by more than one cultural group. Finally, ''context at the regional lever' indicates lithic 
scatters can provide information on multiethnic relationships (Chartkoff 1995:26). In other words, 
not only do lithic scatters provide information about occupation locally but also regionally. 
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Lithic scatters typically represent short-term occupations (Glassow 1985). As such, the 
information they can provide is likely to be centered on specific activities, such as day-use areas 
for resource acquisition or overnight hunting camps. The knowledge of artifact assemblage, 
environmental locality, approximate date of occupation, and spatial patterning of these small sites 
can then be applied toward understanding larger, more complex sites within the adjacent area as 
well as across the region. For example, hunting camps are characterized by tools associated with 
hunting and meat processing in the fonn of fire-cracked rock, projectile points, knives, and 
scrapers but usually lack the artifacts and features that are associated with long-term habitation 
(such as earth ovens, hearths, and plant-processing tools). 

The material type, abundance, and flake size are also informative. For example, ifthere are 
no known sources of a particular material within the area, the presence of that material in the site 
could indicate trade. Distance from the material source could also indicate wealth as materials that 
are rare or difficult to acquire necessitate greater resources. Newman states that flake size 
decreases as distance from the source material increases (Newman 1994 ). In other words, larger 
debitage flakes are found if the source material is nearby while distance dictated reduction 
techniques that are more conservative. The condition of material can indicate site type; small 
internal flakes indicate onsite tool manufacturing or modification while sites with flakes 
containing cortex (the outer exposed part of a stone) may indicate early stage reduction to 
facilitate transportation. Even the distribution of a particular material type within the site itself 
could provide important infonnation concerning where certain activities took place (West 1974:1-
3). For example, each type of lithic reduction technique produces a unique flake-size distribution 
pattern (Patterson 1990). 

Lithic scatters are also important because they are the starting point for many federal 
management decisions (Spoerl 1988: 17-25). The National Register of Historic Places has certain 
criteria by which sites are evaluated and deemed significant (Little et al. 2000). Lithic scatters fall 
under Criterion D: sites that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in 
prehistory or history. The key here is '"may be likely to yield" as in the future. It is not enough to 
consider only what can be learned now but it is also necessary to consider what may be found in 
the future (Sharrock and Grayson 1979:327-328). Lithic scatters can also provide valuable 
infonnation for understanding mobility and settlement patterns within local and regional areas; 
however, due to the ephemeral nature of these sites, archeologists often have a difficult time 
providing adequate protection for these sites (Cowan 1999; Tainter 1979). 

Provenience, the context in which lithic scatters are found, is easily changed or lost by off
road vehicle use. Although surface lithic scatters are susceptible to impacts from the natural world 
such as weathering and erosion, these impacts are increased when off-road vehicle use is added to 
the mix. Erosion, artifact movement, and breakage affect the context of lithic sites; off-road 
vehicle use can contribute to these factors. Once this pattern is lost, it is lost forever. 

Impacts from Off-Road Vehicles 

As evidenced by a quick search on Google, off-road vehicle use on public land has been 
hotly debated over the past 20 years and is only growing more intense (Howard 2012). As off-road 
vehicle ownership rises and access declines, land managers often find themselves caught in the 
middle as off-road vehicle users and environmental groups collide. Both sides of the opposition 
have filed lawsuits and the results have often left more problems than solutions. For example, in 
January 2011, five environmental groups filed a lawsuit against the Forest Service for approving 
an expansion of off-road vehicle trails in the Pike National Forest and the San Isabel National 
Forest claiming it was done in violation of National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the 
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Endangered Species Act requirements (Boczkiewicz 2011 :4 ). In response to this, the Colorado 
Off-Highway Vehicle Coalition (COHVCO) and the Trails Preservation Alliance plan to fund 
legal action to defend against any action taken to close trails in these areas (Potter 2011: 1 ). 

In 2002, the COHVCO filed a lawsuit against the Forest Service when it closed the 
Arapaho Ridge Trail (Abboud 2002). In 2009, three environmental groups filed a lawsuit against 
the Forest Service for NEPA violation when the Forest Service decided to allow Coos County to 
construct an off-road vehicle path through a section of the Oregon Dunes National Recreation 
Area (Oregon Wild 2009: Preusch 2009). 

The public is becoming more aware of the growing conflict between off-road vehicle users, 
the federal government, and environmental groups as evidenced by the growing number of articles 
written by the public and published in local newspapers and magazines. In a blatant disregard of 
federal laws, a county commissioner in San Juan County, Utah, led a jeep safari through Arch 
Canyon after being denied a permit by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) (Schiffman 2005). 
In early 2005, angry comments from locals forced the BLM's Monticello Field office to make last 
minute adjustments in a permit granted to Jeep Jamboree USA based in California (Binkly 2007). 
The issue of off-road vehicles also poses concern for Tribes. In 2004, the Paiute-Shoshone Tribe 
of Fallon, Nevada, proposed that the BLM take a harder look at the way it manages certain areas, 
which are important in their spiritual practices (McConnell 2004 ). 

In Utah, a study conducted by Utah State University (2002) put some numbers to the issues 
faced by law enforcement and federal land managers. A survey of off-roaders showed that 49.4% 
preferred to riding off established trails and half of those who rode dirt bikes had avoided 
established trails during their last outing. On the other side of the issue, a survey conducted of 
federal law enforcement individuals reveal feelings of frustration and inadequacies in the law 
(Rangers For Responsible Recreation Memo 2007). Of the respondents, 65% felt that penalties 
(written warnings, citations, and fines) were insufficient for the violations citing that the loss of 
hunting and fishing privileges would be useful in deterring further violations. Only 33% of the law 
enforcement officers had the authority to seize the vehicles of offenders. Respondents cited a lack 
of resources and preparedness in dealing with violators. 

Their response is in conflict with the insistence by agencies, such as the BLM, who believe 
they have the situation under control. In 2007, an Easter weekend gathering turned into a riot when 
nearly 1000 off-road vehicle devotees began sexually harassing women at the Little Sahara 
Recreation area in Utah (Clayton 2007). In Colorado, off-road vehicle registrations increased by 
more than 650% between 1990 and 2004 (Wilshire et al. 2008). 

Government regulations have been ambiguous at best and worthless at the worst. Although 
agencies acknowledge that something needs to be done about the explosive growth of off-road 
vehicle use, management plans often take time to implement and then are often in revision for 
years (Beck 1979). In 2001, the BLM released a National OHV Management plan (U.S. DOI 
BLM 2001 ). The management plan states that ··this strategy is an effort to manage ORV activities 
in compliance with Executive Orders 11644 (1972) and 11989 (1978), 43 CFR 8340 ... and is a 
'catch up' initiative aimed at meeting the challenges of the fast-growing West ... and an effort to 
enhance the management and protection of all public lands administered by the BLM" (Bureau of 
Land Management 2001 :5). Unfortunately, this plan did not set any new regulations, close or 
construct any new roads, provide additional funds and staffing for off-road vehicle management, 
increase fine or penalties for violations, nor provide any real guidance for agencies to effectively 
manage off-road vehicle use. Other agencies, such as the Forest Service, have also attempted to 
get a handle on this ever growing style of recreation and admit that it is nearly impossible to meet 
the goals of Executive Orders 11644 and 11989 (Cordell et al. 2008). 
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The Experiment 

The experiment was conducted in a natural setting at a private ranch near Bums, Oregon, 
Harney County. Four areas were selected and divided into five individual plots measuring 30x30 
cm. Artifacts, including tools and debitage, were obtained, labeled, and placed within the plots. 
Each plot was then driven over by a 1997 Polaris Xplorer 300 four-wheeler, typical of four
wheelers used by recreationists. Following each drive-over, evidence of artifact breakage and 
movement was recorded in a field notebook. 

Setting 

The study area was located in the northern reaches of the Great Basin, in the Hamey Basin, 
within the Wright's Point geologic area (Fig. 1 ). Wright's Point is an inverted valley with soils 
from the Pliocene era being exposed by erosion (Niem 1974:33). The Point itself is a basalt cap 
that was formed when an ancient lava flow followed a streambed. This cap provided protection to 
underlying sediments when surrounding soils were swept away. Soils are shallow to moderately 
deep silt over basalt lava flows with outcrops of volcanic and tuffaceous sedimentary rock (Walker 
and Nolf 2006). These poorly drained, alkaline soils are typically used for livestock grazing, hay 
production, and wildlife habitat (USDA 2006:227-228). 

Vegetation of the area is high desert sagebrush steppe-a treeless plain covered with low 
bushes, shrubs, and bunchgrasses. Commonly found vegetation includes basin big sagebrush 
(Artemisia tridentata tridentata), Wyoming big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata tridentata Nutt. 
ssp. ·wyomingensis), greasewood (Sarcobatus vermiculatus), silver sagebrush (Artemisia cana 
Pursh ssp. bolanderia), basin wildrye (Elymus cinereu~~, inland saltgrass (Distichlis spicata), 
beardless wildrye (Elymus triticoides), Thurber's needlegrass (Achnatherum thurberianum), 
needle and thread (Hesperostipa comata}, and Sandberg bluegrass (Poa secunda) (USDA Online 
Plant Database 2012). 

The Northern Great Basin has been occupied for thousands of years, with archaeological 
data providing evidence of human occupation for as long as ten thousand years (Fowler and 
Liljeblad 1986; Aikens 1993; Aikens and Couture 2007). In a view held common to Native 
peoples in Oregon, the Northern Paiute believe they have called this area home since time 
immemorial. Robert Stuart documented this belief held by Oregon Native Americans as far back 
as 1811 (Stuart 2006:44). Wright's Point is within the area indicated by Aikens as part of the 
seasonal round for the Hamey County tribe of Northern Paiute, the Wadatika, which means "eaters 
ofwada seed" (Aikens 1993:16). 

The Experiment 

This experiment took place on 5 October 2011. The weather during this project was cold 
and cloudy with rain. On the previous day, 0.16 in. of rain had fallen and 0.64 in. fell on the day of 
the project. Winds were 8 mph with gusts up to 29 mph (Weather Underground 2011 ). As a result, 
the soil, although not muddy, was moist and easily compacted within the project area. No standing 
water was present within the site of the experiment. 

As there is evidence for previous prehistoric occupation and the possibility that the area 
may contain artifacts or debitage, the location chosen for the project was surveyed with pedestrian 
transects spaced 5 m apart to ensure no cultural artifacts existed within the project area. Four test 
areas were chosen from a locale that had no known previous off-road vehicle impacts or any 
known archaeological sites. Each test area contained five 30x30 cm plots that were not contiguous 
(Fig. 2) but were separated by the distance of one meter. 
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Fig. 1. Map of the project area. Adapted from State of Oregon Geologic Maps (The Ore Bin 
1974:34). 

The test areas were separated from one another by two meters. Test areas are identi fied as 
Test A. Test B. Test C, and Test D while the plots are identified Plot I. Plot 2, and so on. A 
particular plot was identified first by test area then by plot. For example. the second plot located in 
Test Area B is noted as Test B Plot 2. Each plot was then outlined with white ground-marking 
paint in order to increase visibility (Fig. 3). This step was decided on after test passes indicated 
that the plots were difficu lt to see without some sort of indicator. 

Each plot contained 16 pieces of debitage and 4 projectile points for a total of 20 artifacts 
per plot. The debitage was di vided into fo ur categories by size : 5 cm and larger, 4 cm. 3 cm. and 2 
cm or smaller. Lithic scatters are made up of flakes in many sizes, shapes. and materi al types. For 
the purpose of this experiment, these size di visions were chosen in order to ensure the size groups 
remained consistent throughout the entire project. Since most lith ic scatters contain few. if any. 
actual tools. it was decided to use a IO\,\ler ratio of projectile points to fl akes in each test area. Each 
plot contained four flakes from each category as we ll as fou r projec ti le points. The lithic debitage 
and tools were labe led with a unique identifier using a diamond-tipped sc ri be. Labe ling provided a 
way to track each artifact. Artifacts were also photographed in order to record original condition in 
case of breakage. 

The artifacts were placed on the surface because. as previously discussed. surface li thic 
scatters are typically the initial indicators of a site as vvell as the first thing to be impacted by off
road vehicle use. Artifacts v,rere placed in rows across the plots (four across. fi ve down) beginning 
with the smallest group of flakes and ending ,,vith a row of projecti le poi nts. Artifact location 
within the plot was recorded by using an established datum point that consisted of a 9-in. spike 
nail driven flush with the ground at the southeast corner of each plot. 
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A B C D 

Fig. 2. Map showing the layout of the four test areas and the twenty 30x30 cm plots. 

Fig. 3. Example of a typical test plot with the 20 artifacts in place. The 30x30 cm plot has been 
outlined in v,1hite paint. 
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The off-road vehicle used for the experiment, the 1997 Polaris Xplorer 300, has front tires 
measuring 7 in. wide ( 4 psi) and rear tires measuring 11 in. wide (3 psi) and can be driven in either 
2- or 4-wheel mode. The Xplorer weighs approximately 560 lbs. with a carrying capacity of 90 
lbs. on the front axle and 180 lbs. on the rear (London 1999). For this experiment, a driver 
weighing 180 lbs operated the Polaris in 4-wheel drive mode. 

After the plots were set up, the Polaris was driven over the artifacts on a controlled basis. 
Vehicle movement was controlled concerning speed and number of passes. All off-road vehicle 
users ride at different experience levels and speeds based on terrain and surface conditions and 
these speeds were chosen after research was conducted on a study from the Motorcycle Industry 
Council and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (Office of Transportation and Air 
Quality 2003). Most riders (average users) indicated that their speeds ranged between 5 and 1 O 
mph with more advanced riders listing up to 35 mph on well-groomed established trails such as 
reclaimed railroad tracks. The speeds chosen for the passes in this project (5 mph and 25 mph) 
were taken from both ends of the survey. After a few preliminary passes. it was determined that 
the plots were difficult to spot at 35 mph and the top speed was reduced to ensure the driver could 
see the plot area. The speed of Test Areas A and B were 5 mph. Test Area A had one vehicle pass 
and Area B had five passes with a speed of 5 mph. This process was repeated for Test Areas C and 
D with a speed of 25 mph. 

After the designated passes for each speed were completed, the artifacts were re-located 
and their locations were noted. This allowed the researcher to determine the way in which artifacts 
are displaced at a given speed. Each artifact was examined to determine the level of breakage, if 
any. The three missing artifacts were included within horizontal movement since none of them 
was located within the unit, indicating they were moved elsewhere in a horizontal fashion. When 
an artifact was not located, the unit was excavated to a depth of 5 cm and the dirt was screened 
using 1/8 in. screen. This depth was chosen as the surface was not disturbed beyond a depth of 5 
cm with a maximum of five passes. 

The Data 

This project involved 400 artifacts consisting of stone flakes and projectile points of chert, 
obsidian, and basalt. These materials were chosen because they are typical of the materials found 
in the Harney county region. Coons Lapidary of Burns, Oregon, donated the lithic debitage to this 
project. In an effort to prevent bias in material type, flakes from flint knapping waste piles were 
raked into a bucket for collection. Obsidian made up nearly half of the materials represented. This 
was not surprising as Glass Buttes, a known obsidian source, is located 50 miles west of the 
project location and easily accessible by Coons Lapidary. The breakdown of material types 
comprising the sample was as follows: 95 flakes of basalt (23.75%), 108 flakes of chert (27%), 
and 197 flakes of obsidian (49.25%). The projectile points used in this project were purchased 
online through Amazon.com. 

Of the 400 artifacts placed in the placed into the plots, 200 artifacts (50%) experienced 
some sort of effect in the form of movement, compaction, breakage, or a combination of the three 
(Fig. 4; Table 1 ). More precisely, 175 artifacts (43.75%) experienced movement, 22 artifacts were 
broken (5.50%), and 3 artifacts were missing (0.75%). The three missing artifacts fell within the 
<2 cm category. The impacts experienced by each test plot are described in the tables below. 

Movement was classified as vertical movement, horizontal movement, missing artifacts, 
and flipped artifacts. Artifacts were placed in the plots with the number side up (Fig. 5). Artifacts 
that were found in their original location but with the number facing down were placed within the 
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Fig. 4. Pie chart showing the effect of the 
experiment on the arti fac ts. 

TABLE I. RESULTS BY TEST AREA 

Test A. Speed: 5 mph. Pass: I 

Broken 3 

Total Movement (14) 

Vertical 9 

Hori zonta l 3 

Flipped 2 

Fli pped on Edge 0 

Missing 0 

Test C. Speed: 25 mph. Pass : I 

Broken 3 

Total Movement (56) 

Verti cal Movement 16 

Hori zontal 43 

Fli pped 12 

Flipped on Edge I 

Missing 0 

iii Moved 

Iii Broken 

ii M issing 

iii Unaffected 

0.75% 

Test B. Speed : 5 mph. Passes: 5 

Broken 9 

Total Movement ( 49) 

Verti cal Movement 37 

Hori zontal 15 

Flipped 10 

Flipped on Edge I 

Missing I 

Test D. Speed: 25 mph. Passes: 5 

Broken 7 

Total Movement (59) 

Verti ca l Movement 25 

Horizontal 41 

Fli pped 7 

Fli pped on Edge I 

Missing 2 
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Fig. 5. Test Area D Plot 1 before passes by the Polaris Xplorer 300. 

Fig. 6. Test Area D Plot 4 after fi ve passes. Artifacts outside the plot area are circled. 
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flipped category. Three artifacts were found on edge and compacted into the soil and these were 
placed into their own category. Some artifacts experienced only one type of movement but most 
experienced both horizontal and vertical movement as well as breakage (Fig. 6). 

The complete assessment of impacts to artifacts and results from each test area is found in 
the thesis (Temple 2012: Appendix A and B). The statistical analysis, which used the chi-square 
test to confirm that there was a significant would provide the needed information. The information 
for each variable was entered into an on-line statistical analysis table that performed the needed 
calculations (Temple 2012: Appendix C). 

Three artifacts were not located after the experiment; these units was excavated to a depth 
of 5 cm. The excavations revealed that soil was not disturbed below 2 cm, compaction being the 
biggest factor. It is likely that the soil was damp enough due to the precipitation that fell during the 
previous 24 hours that the missing artifacts may have adhered to the wheels of the Xplorer and 
were deposited elsewhere. All three of these artifacts were smaller than 2 cm and their small size 
likely contributed to their transport outside the project area. 

Of the 175 artifacts that were moved, 102 of them were moved horizontally. At 5 mph, 
movement was limited to 3 cm or less in direction. The number of passes by the Polaris appeared 
to have had no effect on the distance the artifacts moved. Artifact movement at 25 mph was 
somewhat similar, with most of the movement remaining at 5 cm and less, although twelve 
artifacts were displaced to distances up to 16 cm with one artifact traveling 24 cm beyond its 
original location. 

There were 87 artifacts that experienced vertical movement. This was indicated by the 
artifact being compressed flush into the ground surface. Of those affected only two were found at 
3 cm with the rest discovered 1-2 cm below the surface. The dampness of the soil likely had an 
effect on the compaction of the artifacts. Wet soil is softer than dry soil and this possibly 
prevented breakage by allowing the artifacts to be pressed into the ground instead of breaking 
beneath the weight of the Polaris. 

Of the artifacts that were moved, 31 were inverted, or flipped, but still within their original 
position. In addition, three other artifacts were stood on edge and pushed into the soil. None of 
these artifacts were broken by this action and this can likely be contributed to the damp condition 
of the soil. 

The 22 artifacts that were broken displayed varying degrees of damage (Table 2). The 
artifact pieces were found together except in two cases. The pieces of artifacts # 187 and # 198 
were found 3 cm and 2 cm apart, respectively. These two artifacts fell within the 4-cm category. 
The category that experienced the most damage was the 5 cm and larger group. Of this group, 13 
of the 80 ( 16.25%) were broken, and three of these experienced crushing. In this scenario, 
crushing involved pieces small enough to go through the screen and could not used to reconstruct 
the artifact. There were no broken artifacts in the category that contained the arrowheads. This is 
likely due to their size, which fell within the 3 cm category. The debitage that fell into this 
category is the one that experienced the least amount of damage. 

Artifact breakage by material type was also considered and is listed in Table 3. Of the 22 
broken artifacts, 7 were basalt (31.9%), l was chert (4.5%), and 14 were obsidian (63.6%). The 
higher percentage of broken obsidian artifacts was not unexpected given the higher percentage of 
obsidian within the assemblage. 

As mentioned before, the plots were difficult to locate while driving at speeds higher than 
25 mph. To counteract this problem, in addition to speed adjustment, the plots were outlined with 
white paint. Although both of these modifications allowed the four-wheeler operator to easily 
locate the plots in order to drive over them, it also had the effect of limiting freedom of movement. 
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TABLE 2. ARTIFACT BREAKAGE. 

Total Dama2.e Sustained 
8 Broken into 2 oieces 
5 Broken into 3 oieces 
2 Broken into 4 oieces 
7 Broken into 5+ Dieces/crushing 

TABLE 3. DAMAGE BY MATERIAL TYPE. 

Material Damaged 
Basalt 7 
Chert I 

Obsidian 14 

CIV 
Fig. 7. Side-by-side compari son of artifact #229 before and after being broken. 
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The driver had a tendency to aim for the middle of the plot, which resulted in some parts of 
the plot experiencing no effects. One way to counteract this issue in further trials would be to set 
up plots on established trails and avoid visibly marking the plot areas. This would eliminate 
alerting the driver to specific areas and allow riders to operate with greater freedom in speed and 
direction. 

Results 

To determine statistical significance of the plot patterning, the chi-square test was used 
(Freedman, Pisani, and Purves 2007). The information for each variable was entered into an on
line statistical analysis table that performed the needed calculations. The full analysis is found in 
the thesis (Temple 2012: Appendix C). The major questions developed concerned horizontal 
movement, vertical movement, and breakage. Factors considered included number of passes, 
speed, and artifact material type. Results from this experiment suggest the following: 

1. One pass of a four-wheeler through a cultural site has the potential to cause as much 
damage to artifacts as many passes. 

2. There was no difference in breakage rates for the three materials used ( obsidian, chert, and 
basalt). 

3. Larger artifacts are more likely to be broken. 

4. Number of passes does not influence the distance the artifacts travel horizontally. 

5. Speed does influence the distance the artifacts travel horizontally. This observation can be 
explained by Newtonian mechanics, which predicts that horizontal movement directly 
correlates to speed (Mcilroy 2012). 

6. Speed of the vehicle and number of passes has an effect on vertical movement. 

7. Size of the artifact does not affect its movement. 

Discussion 

This project was designed to determine the ways that speed and repetition of passes may 
affect lithic scatters. Tests would indicate that the speed and number of passes of the vehicle has 
little to do with the amount of damage sustained by artifacts. Although the null hypothesis was not 
rejected by the tests, it is important to keep in mind that there may be other variables that should 
be considered. Soil type may well play a part in breakage rates. For instance, loose soft soils such 
as sand may reduce or even prevent breakage while harder soils, like compacted clay, could cause 
higher rates of breakage. 

As evidenced by the tests, the vertical and horizontal movement of artifacts is strongly 
influenced by the speed of the four-wheeler. Although horizontal movement does not appear to be 
affected by the number of passes, speed does determine the distance that the artifacts traveled. 
Both speed and number of passes affect vertical movement through the soil. Again, soil type likely 
plays a part in vertical movement. It is possible that hard compacted soils will cause artifacts to 
break rather than allow for vertical movement. 

As mentioned earlier, soil moisture content may have played a part in artifact movement, 
particularly the loss of three artifacts. The rain of the previous 24 hours before the treatments were 
applied may have provided enough moisture for the artifacts to have been picked up in the tires of 
the four-wheeler and transported outside the project area. A more in-depth focus on the 
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relationship between artifact movements and different soil types and conditions may show a 
connection between them. Additional circumstances that may have a bearing on further findings 
include vegetative cover, slope, terrain. vehicle and rider weight, flake morphology and weight, 
and seasonal variations among others. Considering other variables could provide more information 
for better understanding how off-road vehicles affect cultural areas. 

As Ellis has pointed out, ·"experimental findings that have had broader applicability are 
those that are part of a long term program'' (Ellis 2000:203). This project should not be seen as 
the final step in understanding the impacts of off-road vehicles but as a small beginning. More 
work can be done beyond simply looking at the mechanics of the impacts. Perhaps one of the first 
steps to negating the effects of off-road vehicles is public education. Raising awareness of the loss 
of cultural areas may facilitate a compromise between riders, archaeologists, and resource 
managers. 

Archaeologists and resource managers often pass over lithic scatters in favor of larger, 
more complex sites. However, these sites are important in understanding settlement and land use 
patterns even when these areas have experience disturbance, especially if the archaeologist 
understands the way in which the site was damaged (Talmage and Chesler 1977:1-7). Caputo 
states that lithic scatters are ··data points in the prehistoric continuum,. and that they ··contribute to 
a better understanding'· of how prehistoric people interacted with the environmental (Caputo 
1991 :12). Recreational vehicles are not going away nor is it reasonable to expect that it is possible 
to prevent all illegal off-road vehicle use. However, if disturbance patterns are understood, it is 
possible that these areas will retain much of their information. 
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DIGGING FOR WEALTH: 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL 

ANALYSIS OF AN EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY ORE 
PROCESSING MILL SITE IN SHOSHONE COUNTY, IDAHO 

Ashley M. Morton and Robert Lee Sappington 

ABSTRACT 

Between the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, mining operations were 
established throughout Shoshone County, Idaho. In compliance with Section 106 
of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, data recovery was undertaken 
between 2010 and 2011 at the Idora Mill site, an early twentieth century ore 
processing mill. Material culture recovered revealed individuals not only working 
but living near the site. This article reports the findings of the archaeological 
investigations, the results of material culture analyses, and aims to shed light on 
the inhabitants and operations of the Idora Mill site through a cultural ecology 
lens. 

Introduction 

Between the late nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth century, mining 
operations were established throughout Shoshone County, Idaho. While well-known operations 
that processed precious metals like silver are well documented across Idaho, the documentation for 
small-scale producers of base metals such as lead and zinc are few and far between. The 
excavation of a lead/zinc mill site in the Beaver mining district of the Coeur d' Alenes is 
characteristic of a small scale operation associated with individual camps that include at least one 
household dating as early as the 191 Os and as late as the 1950s. This article discusses the findings 
of the Idora Mill archaeological investigation, illustrates the material culture comprising small
scale mining refuse, and examines mining site types through a cultural ecology lens. 

Background 

In the summers of 2010 and 2011, data recovery at the Idora Mill site was carried out by 
the second author, under contract with TerraGraphics Environmental Engineering, Inc., for the 
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality as part of the Coeur d'Alene Basin Superfund project, 
a program designed for remediating contaminated soils produced by abandoned hazardous mine 
sites (Sappington and Morton 2011 ). The Idora Mill site was recognized as a source of metals 
contamination by abandoned mine land surveys in 1993 (SAIC 1993). 
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Located north of Wallace in Shoshone County, the project area is situated west of Sunset 
Peak near the confluence of Carbon and Beaver creeks (Figs. 1-2). Containing nine features, the 
Idora Mill site is made up of the collapsed mill structure itself, a collapsed house/shop, a dugout, a 
shallow surface trash scatter, a concrete platform, a short adit, a collapsed unidentified structure, a 
collapsed bunkhouse, and a collapsed log bridge crossing Beaver Creek. The mill site is managed 
by the Forest Service (FS) while the associated mine claims and tramway are under Bureau of 
Land Management authority (BLM) (Fig. 3). The area between the mill structure and associated 
mine claims is private property and it contains the collapsed bunkhouse and log bridge. The 
project landscape and surrounding area has undergone post- abandonment processes. The mine 
area is outside the Area of Potential Effects and in October 2010, the portals to the associated mine 
entrances south of the mill site were barricaded by the BLM for public safety. Prior to the 
initiation of field work the mill itself and most associated features were slated for removal in order 
to eliminate them as a source of contamination to Beaver Creek. After recordation the features on 
private land were removed so that only those features on FS land were included in the data 
recovery plan. 

Data recovery included surface collection, hand excavation, and monitoring during 
removal of contaminated tailings at the site. These methods were employed to provide a 
representative sample of artifacts from the mill, house site, and surface trash scatter features, as 
well as to probe the thickness and composition of the latter deposit. Probing was to confirm that 
that the trash scatter was surface only. The surface trash scatter was determined to be associated 
with the mill and house components. This article concentrates on the material culture recovered 
from these three features relating to both residential and milling activity (Figs. 3-4 ). 

Site History 

Archival evidence suggests the ldora Mill was in operation between 1913 and 1939 (Salt 
Lake Mining Review 1913a, 1913b; Campbell 1939:271 ). The 1939 end date is inferred based on 
the company's last filing in the annual report by the Idaho Inspector of Mines. ldora Mill was 
established by the Idora Mining Co. of Tacoma, Washington. Between 1906 and 1917, ldora 
Mining Co., changed its company name as it acquired more claims to ldora Mine Co, Ltd. and 
then Idora Hill Mining Co., then back to Idora Mining Co., with limited (LTD) liability status. 

According to the Salt Lake Mining Review, by July 1913, the mill was in full operation 
noting its design to "handle 50 tons daily, but is believed that the capacity will approach 100 tons, 
when the period of exercising is at an end." This source went on to describe the ldora Mining 
Company's mill had been leased to mine manager and accountant Gus Ehrenberg in 1915. It is 
worth mentioning that Ehrenberg owned a house in Spokane that was listed on the National 
Register of Historic Places (NRHP) in 2007 for its "excellent condition and is a hallmark example 
of the Craftsman Style" (Spokane Historic Preservation Office). The Mining and Engineering 
World Journal reported in 1916 (1916a) a continued sense of productivity citing ·"three new ore 
showings that are regarded as the best ever opened in the property." 

Within the known twenty-six years of the mill's operation, Idora was managed by six 
mining companies (Fig. 5). Following this period of increased development, the property was 
noted as "idle with annual labor only being performed" (Tarabulski 1992). Consequently, a 
series of levies, leasing, and absorption into other mining companies occurred. Between the 
years 1918 and 194 7, the ldora holdings were transferred from one company to the next as those 
companies either became absorbed themselves or were sold off. By 1928, the Idora group 
consisted of one patented claim (the Colwyn), one patented fraction (the Triangle), and five 
unpatented claims, (Idora 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) (Tarabulski 1992). As previously mentioned, Idora 
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was last listed in the 1939 Inspector of Mines report (Campbell 1939:271) with the note that: 
''The Idora Mining Co., Ltd. has sold all property of every kind and description to the 
Consolidated Mines Corp. and has no property of any kind except unpaid accounts and its 
charter; we are simply keeping the corporation alive for future use and to collect amounts due.'' 
The property holdings originally owned and managed by Idora Mining Co. and Idora Mining 
Co. Ltd., are last identified in the 194 7 Monitor Mining Company records (Tarabulski and 
Essaim 1992). 

Although no archival evidence was found during this investigation suggesting the 
construction of the bunkhouse, construction and household furnishing remnants indicate it was 
built sometime in the 1950s; the land owner indicated its abandonment in 1971 (Dennis O'Brien 
2010, personal communication). The bunkhouse represents what appears to be the last episode of 
activity on the site. 

LOCATION MAP 
fceN,. Aa_ s,, 'l,30 "'°"' ¥UI 
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Fig. 1. Map showing the location of the Idora Mill site, Northern Idaho. Map courtesy of 
TerraGraphics Environmental Engineering, Inc. 
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Fig. 3. ldora Mil l site. mill and tailing remnan ts 111 the background ,,vith an arti fact scatter (llag 
pins) in the roregrouncl. 

Fig 4. The ldora Mill site prior to remova l: construction build-up in the foregro und . 
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1906-1910 ldora 1927-19291easedto 1931 sold to 
Mining Company Yo landa Mining Consolidated M ining 

established Company Corporation 

I 1 1 1 1 

1918 absorbed by 
1939 last reported in 

1913 ldora M ill Su nshine 
constructed Consolidated Mining 

the Inspector of 

Company 
Mines Report 

11 11 I I 

1915 ldora M ining 1942 sold to Monitor 
Company, Ltd. 1917 considered idle 

Mining Company 
became incorpora ted 

Fig. 5. Timeline or the ldora Mi ning Company ( 1906-1942). the original mining company to 
work the ldora Mi ll. 

A Brief History of Late-Nineteenth and Early-Twentieth Century Mining in Idaho 

The hi stori c development of Idaho is large ly attributed to the feveri sh desire or mostly 
Euroamericans to ga in wealth from its precious and base metal deposits. Fo llowing the Califo rnia 
(1849) and Nevada (1859) rushes. investors and prospectors moved north along the coasts. and 
throughout the Inland Northwest. Rodman Wi lson Paul (200 I : 138) noted. ··Of all the nevv regions 
that opened to mining during the 1860s. Idaho and Montana came closest to making a rea lity of 
the prospector·s dream of finding a new Cali fo rnia .... Here were promising lodes of both gold 
and silver."' 

Idaho's best .. diggings .. in the period between 1860 and 1880 were hailed as coming from 
the Boise Basin. When place r production in southern Idaho exhausted gold deposits another boom 
arose; this time in the Coeur d' Alenes where sil ver. lead. and zinc were discovered. According to 
McKay and Cunningham (20 11 :47), northern Jdaho and specifically the Coeur d'Alene region. has 
histori cally produced 80 percent of Idaho's overa ll metal prod uction and forty-five percent of the 
nation' s sil ver. This region is noteworthy fo r its lead and zinc output. In reviewing Annual Reports 
of the Mining Industry of Idaho, the region is we ll represented as a state leader in lead and zinc 
production consistently from 1906 to 1965 . During this time the Coeur d' Alene mining district 
reportedly paid upwards of $300 million in dividends (Newell 1965:48). 

The period from World War I th rough World War JI contributed to heightened zinc 
production in this region. Lead and zinc were considered essential to the war effo rt as their use 
contributed not only to the production of brass shell casings but boxes protecting food and 
ammunition. Reasons fo r possible closure of the mill site in 1939 are unknown and while it cannot 
be said for certain if the mi ll was in operation during World War II as a base metal mill. ldora 
certainly parti cipated in the changing market demands of lead and zinc occurring at least during 
the First World War. The Coeur cl' Alene region is recognized as responding rapidly to demand 
created by both wars which made Jdaho a leader of zinc output in the nation by the 1940s (McKay 
and Cunningham 2011 :5 1). In any case. ldora undoubtedly contributed to the large ro le northern 
Idaho played in base metal production and consum ption of the United States in the fi rst hat f of the 
twentieth century. 
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A11ifact Analysis 

A total of 1.926 artifacts were recovered and ana lyzed from surface and excavated units 
(Table 1 ). Arti fac ts include items made from ceramic. glass. metal. and other materials dating 
primarily between the 1920s and 1930s. Refuse disposal is reflect ive of ldora ·s operations under 
three different businesses- Sunshine Consolidated Mining Co .. when absorbed in 1918: Yolanda 
Mining Co .. when leased between 1927 and 1929: and Conso lidated Mining Corp .. v,,hen bought 
out by Sunshine in 1931. 

Most arti facts identified were attributed to the functional ca tegories of construction 
materials. storage and consum ption of food and beverages. and tools and hardware. As the site 
consisted of co llapsed structural fea tures. it is not surprising that construction and tools/hard ware 
re lated items including window glass. nails. bolts and the like are so heavily represented. Item s in 
the food/beverage category include containers of commerc ia lly packaged food and beverage 
bottles. jars. and cans. No cooking vesse ls were recovered but at least one teacup or mug and a 
relief molded pitcher ,,vere identi fied. Small quantities of ceramic tablewares. personal objects. 
clothing (Fig. 6) and medical and health related items illustrate a collect ion suggesti ve of all-male 
occupants (cf. Spude 2005:89- 106). Strong evidence represent ing male presence is not 
surprising- given the mill is a work camp- but one artifact. an aluminum toy crumb tray could 
indicate the presence of a famil y (Fig. 7). Of particular inte rest is a pink Depress ion glass juice 
dispenser adve rtising the brand Mission Beverages Co. 

Fig. 6. Levi Jeans rivet ca. 1920s inscribed: ··Boss of the Road:· Catalog number 17. Feature 4. 
Photographed by Ashley M. Morton. Sca le in cm. 
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TABLE I. ART1FACT COUNTS BY FUNCTION AND MATERl AL CLASS 

Function Ceramics Glass Metal Organics Synthetics Grand 
Total 

Agriculture - - I - - 1 
Clothi ng/Clothing - - 26 69 5 100 

Maintenance 
Com 111 un ication - 15 - - - 15 

Construction 20 672 2 - 25 719 
Food/Beverage 15 3 11 45 - - 371 

Food/Preparation 
,., 
.) - 18 - - 21 

Consumption 
Heating and 16 - 2 - I 19 

Energy 
Household - I 2 4 - 7 
Furn ishings 
Househo ld - 4 - - - 4 

Maintenance 
Leisure and - - I - 2 3 
Recreation 
Machinery - - 11 - - 11 

Medical and Health - 9 2 - 3 14 
Other - - - 2 - 2 

Personal - I 3 - 9 13 
Tools and - - 366 - 2 368 
Hardware 

Transportation - - 39 6 2 47 
Unknown 18 73 62 10 16 179 
Weaponry - - 32 - - 32 

Grand Total 72 1086 612 91 65 1926 

Fig. 7. Aluminum toy crumb tray inscribed : --Little Miss Mufte t Sat on a Tuffet: · Catalog number 
1. Feature 4. Photographed By Ashley M. Morton. 
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Discussion 

The profound importance of mining in anthropological and archaeological research has 
been thoroughly reported in both academic and professional literature. While recognition of 
mining sites research has only come about within the last twenty-five years, historical archaeology 
conducted at mining sites has allowed researchers to conceptualize and interpret a significant 
developmental period in American history, i.e., the expansion of the United States into the ··west.'· 
But beyond that, scientific study of the industrial and archaeological remains of mining sites has 
provided a more realistic representation than the typical stereotype of '"the western mining 
scenario as a cluster of false-fronted, clapboard saloons and general stores along a wide and dusty 
streeC (Swope 1993:3). 

Specific individuals who worked the Idora mill and associated holdings could not be 
identified. Nevertheless the archaeological investigations at the Idora Mill can answer questions 
regarding technology, household behaviors, late nineteenth and early twentieth-century ideologies, 
and the greater world system of which Idora was a part. For one, smaller. unheard-of mining 
districts are recognized ··as representations of the type of mining most frequently conducted'' 
during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Swope 1993: 16). Due to its small scale, the 
Idora Mill represents "one of the many little-known and inadequately documented'. mining sites in 
the American West (Costello 1992:2). 

Indeed, Idaho miners gained quite the reputation for short-term occupations. Likening local 
gold miners to quicksilver, the historian Hubert Howe Bancroft explained "·A mass of them 
dropped in any locality, broke up into individual globules, and ran off after any atom of gold in 
their vicinity. They stayed nowhere longer than the gold attracted them'· (Paul 2001 :138). 
Historical archaeologists (Noble 1990:28; Wilke and Swope 1989:36; Swope 1993: 16) have noted 
that the resulting small-scale mine sites with limited documentary records hold considerable 
significance because they portray a picture that is representative of short-term mining pursuits or 
operations and associated life ways. While large-scale well-documented mines like that of the 
Comstock in Virginia City, Nevada, or Idaho's own Bunker Hill have received greater attention by 
historians, those sites are in fact unique because of their success. 

Technology, Transportation, and Victorian Consumerism 

Although structural integrity of the mill is considerably low, archival evidence was able to 
identify that Idora operated using the ··Janney flotation process" (Fig. 8). Introduced to the Coeur 
d' Alene region between 1910 and 1920, flotation was used in separating sulfides such as lead and 
zinc from gangue, in this case, silver (McKay and Cunningham 2011 :49). The Idora Mill likely 
used ball, tube, or rod technology to crush ore into the necessary particle sizes (Hardesty 1988 :39). 
This technology was used in conjunction with flotation processes like that of Janney; Idora is 
representative of the latest technology of its time given the use of this type of technology and 
flotation and its installation coinciding with that of Bunker Hill's mill (McKay and Cunningham 
2011 :49). 

Mining contributed greatly to developing the American West and in particular to 
transportation networks. Railroads have especially been instrumental in developing the Coeur 
d'Alene region and Idaho in general (McKay and Cunningham 2011 :26-27). By the Idora mill's 
installation in 1913, wagon and railway systems had been well linked throughout the Coeur 
d' Alenes. The same year the mill began operation, The Salt Lake Mining Review reported '"The 
ore is hauled from the Idora mill to Bunn station on the Northern Pacific railway, where it is 
loaded for shipment." By 1916 Mining and Engineering World (1916b) reported a new line with 
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Oregon and Washington Railway and Navigation Company (O.W.R & N) put in at the "Idora 
spur" connecting to the Murray branch ... " and would bring "transportation within a mile of the 
Idora mill ... " Placement of the Idora spur not only provided closer distribution access to the mill 
but larger mining companies in the vicinity-Ray-Jefferson and Interstate-Callahan- as well. 
Prior to the spur's installment, a 10,000-foot aerial tram had been relied upon for making 
shipments. Although the Idora connection is no longer in use the tracks are still evident today. 
Additional data regarding the distribution of Idora Mill shipments is available but was beyond the 
scope of this investigation. 

Coined as the "material interaction sphere," Hardesty (1988:1-3) expands this concept as 
"a network for transporting materials between the frontier and the heartland, including supplies 
needed to support mining operations and the bullion from the mines." Transportation networks 
were sources for available material and informational commodities and these commodities were 
visible both archaeologically and in documentary research. The Janney Flotation machine for 
example, used at the Idora Mill was brought by the railroad and wagon networks established in the 
Coeur d'Alene and Beaver mining areas. The advertisement featured earlier indicated the flotation 
machine used at Idora was supplied by a Salt Lake City enterprise signifying the mill's 
participation in national supply networks of material commodities. 

As evidenced by a largely mass-produced assemblage, Victorian ideology is represented at 
Idora. Mass produced products are a hallmark of Victorian society for their conspicuous value. 
Manufacturer marks present on artifacts found at the site indicated that regional (Tacoma, 
Washington) (Fig. 9), "western" (Pomona, California) and "eastern" products (Illinois and 
Indiana) were used. 

1 :ANNOUNCEMENT .. 
We are Ready to Furnish · 

TheJanney Flotation Machine 
A TL....._d of Whlob llJ'O Now la Soocosalnl Opcntloa 

at Ilsa flollowuzc Pl&Aut 
U'tAH corPBR COIIPANY 

NKVADA CON&OUt>ATXI) CCPPKR CO. 

BUTTE II 1111P.clUOR COPP:R C:0, 

RAY CONSOUDATl:1) COPPER CO. 
CHUIO COPPJUt COIOANY 

FIWEBAL UU.D COMPA,NY 

111:ATSOH CCIPPltR COMPANY 
l'El>ERAL lltNJMO 6: 5NICLT1HG CO. · 
AMRKl;CAH %tHC CO. OJ' n:NJIDIB& 

BIW>Bn COPPl:R COllt'ANY 

&AST BU1Tlt COPPltR IO!IDIG CO. 
UTAH APU IIINJNO COMPANY 

.NEVADA METAL KXT1!ACT10N CO. 
uacuua NINI.HG COMPANY 
ll)ORA tllNING com>ANY 

llltOADWATM ltJLl.l COIIPANY : 
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The Janney Flotation Machine 
h blZllt la 1- ~~ THI! JAM.'JEY STRAIGHT lfltCH"NlCAL. 11.0TATION r.tACIU!it: ""'""" = !:1~ .... ,.:;JT;.~\!',,U~tu,'''~~t ~: ,.~t,~ t :.:. ~ 
u...:.., • i- iai:xnl cont..s, asw<i&llJ .i;....,, whctt tlit t:>lxn! nbu .. • '>ft7 A...i,, _4ifi41oil Ultt. 

Deli. IUdllr.a IN c,n...,.dr olc:p!c "' dcslp IIWI Akaall•I ... - ......... uw.a, lo« "l'"'•t•, 
COt,(1 aN kol:1· dlttthc aanu. . . ' 
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We Solicit Your IIHIVU'>' 

. · STIMPSON EQUIPMENT CO. : 
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Fig. 8. Janney flotation advertisement in the Salt Lake Mining Review, 30 June 1916. 
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Fig. 9. Nalley"s pick le bottle base inscri bed: --Jf lt" s/Nalley"s/lf s Good:· Catalog number 39. 
Feature 4. Photographed by Robert Lee Sappington. 

Cultural Ecolugy 

Many archaeological studies have applied models of cultural ecology to research at mining 
re lated sites. Examining sites where human activities impact the environment contribute to a bui lt 
environment and in turn. further shape human behavior. Histori cal geographer Richard 
Francaviglia has expanded ·'Mi ning landscapes are a legacy of several processes. These may vary 
from place to place. but they explain the distincti ve look of mining country .. (199 1 :65). In so few 
words Francaviglia has expounded upon mining·s contribution to settlement patterns. 
architecture, aesthet ic appeal of a landscape. class. race. and gender interactions. use of space. 
natura l resources. and labor history. 

Because they are determined by the location of ore bodies and natural fea tures. the 
placement of ore mi ll s. shafts. ad its. placers. open cuts. camps. and company towns is not random 
but intentionally dri ven. Successful mining required an accurate reading of the landscape and the 
potential wealth that could be extracted from beneath it. The placement of the Idora Mill took 
advantage of proximity to Beaver Creek. its assoc iated mines- three qua11ers of a mile away and 
existing transportation networks to make a profi t. however margina l. Its proximity to Wallace , just 
J I miles away. was undoubtedly intentional. The ldora mil l site seems to exempli fy a typical 
aggregated camp. one tha t contained a small number of structures relati vely close together. 
Francaviglia ( I 99 I :78-85) and Hardesty (20 I 0: I 09- 122) have noted th is kind of grouping as 
nucleation. The nuc leation effec t is large ly based on accessibi lity to resources necessary for the 
construction and operation of the mill. mine sites. and habitation i.e. wood. water. and ore. Given 
the smal l artifact assemblage hov,1ever. th is seemingly nucleated community may actually have 
been more di spersed. 

Unlike the large assemblages recovered in most nucleated mining camps. ldora yielded a 
considerably small arti fac t collection representative of a brief habi tation period. roughly a IO year 
span. Coupled with what appears to be few domestic related structures. thi s small assemblage 
suggests most of the laborers li ved outside of the site. It is thought that a ··mill man·· or fo reman 
resided within the site and likely depositing the majority of the trash while the remaining laborers 
reti red in Wallace. The dispersal of res idents/workers may in fact be representati ve of Hardesty"s 
(1988 :9-17) distribution of feature systems in which ··diffe rent parts ofa feature systems may be 
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dispersed over an extensive geographic area." In this interpretation, the mining town of Wallace 
itself may be included within the Idora feature system. This dispersed type of mining community 
has been observed by Gillespie and Farrell (2002 :65-67) in southern Arizona where the Santa Rita 
Water and Mining Co.'s base camp, Kentucky Camp was located a mere two miles from the town 
of Greaterville. The installation of the 0. W.R & N Idora spur likely confirms that Idora was more 
of a dispersed community considering the walking distance to the spur and its connection to the 
Murray branch in Wallace. 

Conclusion 

The Idora Mill is representative of hundreds of such sites in north central Idaho and 
elsewhere in the American West. Historically, most mining and associated milling ventures were 
short term efforts producing little profit and leading to abandonment within a few years. The 
surviving sites will eventually disappear either through natural decay or by deliberate removal 
from being environmental liabilities. Given the removal of Idora Mill, the latter is particularly 
telling. 

This article recognizes the significance mining has played in the physical development of 
Idaho's cultural and natural resources and has even contributed to them. The Idora Mill site marks 
the importance of small-scale operations across the American West and those contributing to 
Idaho's base metal production. Archaeological and historical analysis of such an operation shows 
the wider systems of technology, transportation, and consumerism that can be identified. Using a 
cultural ecology lens can illuminate human responses to the development of settlements associated 
with industrial landscapes. As environmental assessments and treatments of abandoned mine sites 
increase in Idaho it is imperative that these wider network systems are considered from a cultural 
resource perspective. 
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ABSTRACT 

For the Apsaalooke (Crow Tribe of Montana) traditional beading practices have 
continued with vitality and significance, adapting and adopting to reservation life. 
Beading can be understood as a form of cultural survival and resistance to 
European assimilation. While beading techniques and methods. along with many 
traditional designs and patterns. have remained virtually unchanged since pre
reservation times, other designs have been readily incorporated into ceremonial 
regalia by younger headers in the tribe. This modernization of images, including 
pop and media culture designs, can be witnessed displayed as medallions and 
incorporated into other parts of ceremonial dress, for men, women. and children. 
Whether it is a superhero or a new type of bead, Apsaalooke headers are able to 
display a little of their own personality, while still maintaining traditional beading 
techniques their ancestors have used for generations. 

Introduction 

A crown representing the honor of Miss. Montana State University (MSU), Tiny Tot, sits 
almost finished on the kitchen table. The entire background of the crown is decorated with a new 
bead that is prevalent on the Crow Reservation today. Located in the exact middle of the crown is 
the Bobcat mascot ofMSU, representing the powwow at which the title was won. Right alongside 
the Bobcat logo are three hourglass designs. beaded with six of the seven traditional colors the 
Crow use (Fig. 1 ). These traditional geometric designs have been incorporated into Crow 
beadwork since the first beads were introduced over 150 years ago, while the MSU mascot is a 
fairly recent addition. They sit side by side. representing a mix of cultures and images, neither 
taking attention away from the other. This article focuses on the adaption and adoption of one 
aspect of Crow, or Apsaalooke, culture through their expression of beadwork and powwow 
regalia. 
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Fig. I. Miss Montana State University (MSU) Tiny Tot Crown. Made by Winter Old Elk 
(Photograph taken by Ki ley Molinari. June 20 12. and used with permission.) 

History 

The Crow, or Apsaalooke people, have roamed the Great Plains of what is now the United 
States and southern Canada for thousands of years. The word Apsaalooke litera ll y translates to 
"children of the large beak bird: · but European settlers and trade rs mistook this translation fo r 
·'Crow" (Crow Tribal Website 20 12). The present-day reservation is loca ted in the southeastern 
corner of Montana and is the largest of the seven reservations in Montana. consisting of 
approximately 2.2 million acres of beautiful grasslands. rivers, and mountains. 

In the nineteenth century, trade with European settlers, traders. and other tribes influenced 
the Crow Tribe's way of life. In an account from Prince Maximi llian, a German trained scienti st 
who trave led among Pla ins tribes. the Crow, after trade \,vi th surrounding tribes and Europeans. 
were '·flooded with iron tools. glass beads. and cloth'. (Lov,rie 1983 :xv). Soon after trade betv.reen 
Europeans became more frequent. these glass beads were introduced more and more to members 
of the Crow Tribe. Glass beads were then incorporated into their clothing and other accessories. 
such as pipe bags. either along with porcupine quills, or replacing them altogether. Looking at the 
few sources that are in print. along with interviews conducted, it can be seen that the opin ion on 
when exactly the Crow first came across glass beads differs from person to person. Some dates 
were as early as 1805, but the average was in the mid-1800s. 

Joe Medicine Crow talked about a story of v,rhen someone in the Crow Tri be first came 
across glass beads. He recalled that 

Beadwork came into existence by about 1850. when a steamboat on its \,vay up the 
Missouri River to the trading post in Montana exploded and sank. Some Crow 
Indians were camped near there. so the men swam out and brough t back things. 
One of the men found a box-like container. opened it. and inside saw beads. 
European beads. Some looked big. some were small. there were al l kinds. (Molloy 
Tribal Art Journal 2006:3) 
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Joe Medicine Crow continued, ··the man didn't know what to do with the beads, so he put 
them aside. But then a woman came to look around and took some of the larger beads. She sewed, 
or maybe tied them onto her moccasins with sinew·· (Molloy Tribal Art Journal 2006:3). This 
could have been the very first use of European beads incorporated onto ceremonial buckskin 
clothing. It was not long before ··other women started adding beads to their moccasins too. They 
put sinew on the fringes of their dresses. put beads on men's buckskin and sheep shirts. Then later 
on as the traders brought in more beads, needles, and probably threads, then they started using 
thaC (Molloy Tribal Art Journal 2006:3). This was a beginning of the change in using porcupine 
quills and sinew to beads, thread, and European manufactured needles. 

In a presentation on Apsaalooke Beadwork, Birdie Real Bird discussed when she thought 
seed beads were first introduced to the Apsaalooke people. Birdie stated, "about 1850 were the 
first beads, I think. Then in the 1900s there were many more beads. As we went along the beads 
were changing, too•· (Real Bird 2012). The size. design and colors of the beads changed over time. 
From the porcupine quills, to pony beads, to the variety of different sizes of seed beads. the beads 
have indeed changed, but the Apsaalooke people's skill and creativity working with them has 
remained the same after all of these years. 

Adapt and Adopt 

Working closely with the Apsaalooke, it was stressed to me just how strong their desire as 
a people to maintain as much of their traditional culture as possible. The Crow are a very 
resourceful people. They learned to adapt and adopt different ways of doing things and 
importantly, what materials they used for their clothing and decorations. Author Steven Leuthold 
states, in the "twentieth century, as in earlier eras, native peoples have proven remarkably resilient, 
in part, because they have been able to adapt the tools and traditions of non-native cultures to their 
own purposes and needs'' (Leuthold 1998: ix). An example of this would be the elk tooth dresses 
that the Crow women wear as part of their regalia. Birdie Real Bird stated that 

these dresses, the elk teeth dresses, belonged to women back in the day with 
husbands that were good hunters. Her husband would go out hunting and bring 
back the tooth and she would drill a hole through it. She would then put it on her 
dress and she keeps collecting them and putting them on her dress until she has 
about 300 teeth or so. (Birdie Real Bird Interview, 28 June 2012) 

Since each dress can have anywhere from 300-700 teeth, when the two ivory elk teeth were being 
used, at least 150 elk were needed to make one dress. This shows how special these dresses were 
to the women who had one, and the hard work and patience it took to complete just one dress. 

Birdie continued talking about a dress that she has had in her family for almost 40 years, 
explaining that the teeth on this particular dress were not real ivory, but rather imitation teeth (Fig. 
2). Imitation teeth 

have been around quite a while since this dress is 3 7 years old. Before that they 
used bone. Some of them were made of all real teeth, but all of those real elk tooth 
dresses are in museums. Now, if you go to Crow Fair and see all these dresses, they 
are all imitation teeth; there are no dresses with all real teeth. There might be one or 
two [teeth] that are bone carved, though. (Birdie Real Bird: Interview, 28 June 
2012) 
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If a dress does have a few real teeth on it, they are usually placed on the yoke portion of the dress. 
The yoke was made to simulate the hide of a buckskin dress and Carlene Old Elk told me 

I've read material that indicated that the \,vool , or the trade cloth, elk tooth's dress, 
by making the yoke was an attempt to make it similar to the buckskin dress. 
Because the yoke was supposed to be the tail of the animal. .. it does make sense 
when you look at the shape of the yoke on the wool dresses and the hide of a 
buckskin dress. (Carlene Old Elk Interview, 20 June 20 12) 

This is another way that the Crow were adapting to changing materials and adopting the ones that 
were now ava ilable to them in order to continue their style of traditional clothing. 

Fig. 2. An example of an elk tooth dress with a beaded yoke, made by Carlene Old Elk. 
(Photograph taken by Kiley Molinari , June 201 2, and used with permission.) 

Carlene Old Elk also talked about the significance of elk tooth dresses and adapting to the 
modifications of new and changing materials. She sa id that "elk tooth dresses when J first came 
here [in the 1960s] were really rare because the mold for the plastic teeth had not been introduced 
yet. People relied on the carved bone; which now those are real ly rare" (Carlene Old Elk 
Interview, 20 June 20 12). She added "my mother-in-law would make elk tooth dresses with 
whatever they had as long as it fit the color, then [ she would] use a material that they had [to make 
the dress]" (Carlene Old Elk Interview, 20 June 2012). 
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Not only were elk tooth dresses adapted over the years, but so were aspects of men's 
powwow regalia. When I asked Corky Old Hom when bells were incorporated into men's regalia 
he told me 

When the Europeans brought them. Before they didn·t have the bells, but they 
would use dew claws of animals like elk and deer. They used what was here until 
Europeans brought beads and bells. They were really creative. They would say, 'I 
could use this for my finery.' They would incorporate many things they would find 
into their finery ... It [brass] looked good so he added it to his finery. They found a 
way to make it work. (Corky Old Hom Interview, 19 June 2012) 

Brass and bells are two things that are still incorporated into men's regalia today. 
Carlene Old Elk also shared her knowledge of Crow history and how creative the Crow 

people were. She said 

I think it behooves me to say that the Crow's ability to use whatever materials that 
were available to continue their traditional dress is indicative of how and why they 
have survived. They have survived the whole world trying to annihilate them and 
forcing them onto a reservation, and they still have the basic way of life that has 
created this environment to survive. 

It makes sense to me. When they no longer could go out and kill enough animals to 
get hides for buckskin dresses they incorporated whatever they could to make 
dresses. Now they have all sorts of new things to incorporate into their dress. 
(Carlene Old Elk Interview 20 June 2012) 

Looking at old bead work from the mid- to late-nineteenth century, I noticed that there are 
still many hourglass designs and floral patterns that are almost identical, or very similar to those 
designs being made and worn on regalia today. In some instances just the colors have changed. 
For example the stems on the floral designs were, in some cases, made with yellow or brown 
stems instead of green. Victoria Bad Bear related about how her grandmother mentioned noticing 
the different colored stems: 

You know what my grandmother told me, when you look at old beadwork, when 
you look at the stems, they are brown. They think that they got that color from a 
tree, you know the branch. When you look at it you can tell. But today, you know 
flowers have green stems. (Victoria Bad Bear Interview, 10 July 2012) 

One of the reasons that the stems are now green like flower stems in real life might be that today 
there are also an abundance of colored beads available for purchase and use in beadwork. 
Rainbows of beads line the wall at River Crow Trading Post in Crow Agency and an equally large 
number of colored glass beads lay in display cases at Lammers Trading Post in Hardin, which is 
the first town off the reservation. 

Carlene Old Elk also mentioned to me about seeing older floral beadwork with yellow and 
brown stems on a dress made by a Crow woman at a museum in Browning, Montana: 

My mother in law use to say, 'we have to use what we have.' I kept looking at the 
flowers and the stems were brown and some were yellow. And I thought, "why 
would they ever do that,' and my mother in law said that it was probably because it 
was the only beads they had. (Carlene Old Elk Interview. 20 June 2012) 
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Modernity and Continuance 

Along with sti ll wearing elk tooth dresses, today, the yo unger generati on of Apsaa looke 
are using new material s available to them to incorporate into their regalia, just as their ancestors 
did before them. Even with the new material s, they are still practic ing their tribe's "tradi tional'' 
technique of beading and making regalia. Parall el to that, younger beaders are also putting a 
"modern" spin on some of the things they make . The method and technique of tacking every three 
beads down is still used and for the most part so are the traditional Crow colors, but there are 
additions to the rega lia which re sult in changes of the designs be ing produced. Whi le p0\\1',vow 
regalia is still traditional-e.g., the same hourglass or floral designs are used on moccasins, 
leggings, armbands, and cuffs-a newer addition to the rega lia, a beaded meda llion, has let the 
dancers express themse lves in a personal sense, while sti ll keeping their tradi tional dress, and 
therefore, still representing their culture . Art critic Margaret Dubin explained that thi s helps "to 
recognize areas of differences, as we ll as areas of merging social and cultural practi ces, as they 
coexist withjn and influence the nature of our shared modernity" (Cummings 201 1 :143). Some 
dancers wear beaded meda llions around their necks, showing off a li ttle bit more about themse lves 
and their persona lities . At powwows, J have seen representati ons of professiona l and college 
sports team logos, cartoon characters such as Hello Kitty (Fig. 3), superhero symbols such as 
Batman (Fig. 4), and initials in bright colors. 

Beading des igns such as these items J mentioned above allow the men and women creating 
the designs to convey an aspect of their tribe's past culture, whil e a lso expressing an aspect of 
their lives today. The artists are keeping the old style of beadwork al ive, while incorporating a 
modern twist of today' s pop and media culture. A blend of media and pop culture has merged with 
the traditional art form that the Apsaa looke express through their beadwork. Needless to say, all of 
the symbols were not found in Apsaalooke beadwork a hundred years ago, but they have worked 
their way into the art form today. 

Fig. 3. Beaded Hello Kitty, made by Emily Pickett. (Photogrnph taken by Ki ley Molinari, 
September 201 2, and used with permission.) 
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Fig. 4. Beaded pieces in progress. Batman and Fox Racing symbol. made by Emi ly Pickell 
(Photograph taken by Chelsey Pickett October 20 12. and used with perm ission.) 

Bi rdie Real Bird has also noti ced a change in the item s that are be ing beaded today. 
Earrings that the ,,vomen now wear as part of their powwow rega lia. for example. are different than 
they used to be a hundred years ago. Instead of wearing shell ea rrings. many of the girls wear big 
beaded earrings with gems in the middle. Today 

a lot of the younger people on the reservation are beading with real shiny things. 
There is this earring that is rea ll y popular back at home on the reservation: it has a 
big sequin in the middle. three rows of beads. and then a liule shiny sequin go ing 
around it. The young people are beading and they are beading those kinds of items 
and that is good because we want to keep this beading ali ve and go ing on .. (Birdie 
Real Bird lnterview. 28 June 2012). 

These ea1Tings are not only popular among women dressed up in ceremonia l rega lia: they can be 
seen on women every day (Fig. 5). 

Fig. 5. Pair of beaded earrings with the popular sequin around the outside. (Photograph taken by 
Kiley Molinari. January 20 13. and used with permiss ion.) 
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Another modern fo rm of rega lia is also taking on a traditional role with the addition of 
beads. From Head Start to co llege graduations, caps and gowns are now being beaded and 
representing a new, modern, form of rega lia that the men, women, and children graduating can be 
proud wearing. Lorri Not Afraid talks about graduating from Little Big Horn College in 1998 and 
having her cap and gown beaded. There was 

about 20 something of us in that class and we all had our gown beaded and some 
[people] beaded around the cap. Nowadays they really go all out. When my oldest 
daughter graduated from high school a few years ago, my aunt beaded all around 
her cap and down the front of her gown. (Lorri Not Afra id Interview, 28 June 2012) 

Victoria Bad Bear also talks about beading caps for members of her family; '·My nieces that 
raised, when they graduated high school. they wanted me to bead their caps and I did that for 
them. I beaded one fo r my nephew v,rhen he graduated from Lodge Grass" (Victoria Bad Bear 
Interview, IO July 20 12). 

Two years ago when I attended Lodge Grass High School's graduation. almost everyone 
had either thei r cap or gown beaded and many had both. Whether the caps and gowns are beaded 
along the seams or whether other designs are incorporated, such as eagle feathers, the fact that 
they are beaded means a lot to the people wearing them. Winter Old Elk explained to me that it 
"displayed that I was proud to be Nati ve American and that it was an honor to graduate from high 
school" (Personal Communication 30 Jan. 20 13) (Fig. 6). 

Fig. 6. Beaded cap and gown from a Head Start Graduation. Gown beaded by Frances 
K.nowshisgun (Photograph taken by Kiley Molinari , May 2012. and used with permission.) 
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The Significance of Colors 

With the new images being incorporated into Crow regalia. it is important to discuss the 
significance of colors that are being used. There are seven colors that members of the Crow tribe 
use in their traditional beading: light blue, pink, red, green, yellow, white, and navy blue. Birdie 
Real Bird makes it clear that, '"these are the seven colors that the Crow people use; that is it. They 
are not just these beads, but they are all different shades of these colors'' (Interview on 28 June 
2012). Sitting at a powwow in Crow Agency today, you can see dozens of different shades of 
these seven colors represented on men's, women's, and children's regalia. One of the most 
popular colors is powder blue. When Francois Larocque, a trader from Canada first met the Crow 
in 1805, he stated that they already possessed ··small blue glass beads that they [got] from the 
Spaniards" (Wildschut and Ewers, 1985:2). Those blue beads are still as prominently used among 
the Crow today as they were over 200 years ago. 

Victoria Bad Bear and I spoke about the use of the color black. "'Crows don't use black ... 
But way back in the old days when they were in mourning, they didn't have black clothes. They 
wore things that were light colored all the time until the settlers came and brought the cloth and 
they started using the black cloth when they were in mourning" (Victoria Bad Bear Interview, 10 
July 2012). She goes on saying, "So, today, we are not allowed to use black, that even goes for 
beadwork" (Victoria Bad Bear Interview, 10 July 2012). Birdie Real Bird also talked about the use 
of black beads in her own beadwork. "Instead of using black we use navy blue; black beads are a 
representation, a sign of dying and the dead, the end ... anything that has to do with that black, we 
want to stay away from it" (Birdie Real Bird Interview, 28 June 2012). Navy blue is a good 
substitution for designs that would otherwise have black. 

Averyanna Pretty on Top commented on the use of black beads when we were talking 
about different logos and designs seen on medallions worn on regalia today. Averyanna, who is a 
dancer and a header, talked about making her own outfits: 

For my regalia, I bead traditionally, but if I'm just beading for fun, I usually bead 
sport team emblems and super heroes. I usually use all the colors on my own 
time, but when I am beading my traditional stuff I don't use black at all. (Personal 
Communication, 16 Dec. 2012) 

Since the color black is considered a color for mourning, it is never used in traditional beadwork, a 
tradition that A veryanna holds on to when she is beading her own regalia. 

Today, with all of the different logos displayed in popular culture there are times that 
black is used, such as when beading the Batman symbol, but the black from those projects never 
gets mixed with beading traditional Crow designs on regalia. One of my informants told me that 
she has stayed away from using black beads her whole life, but she is thinking about maybe 
trying them in earrings that she makes. She said that there are more and more people using black 
beads for items that are worn every day, like earrings and hair clips. She thought that black cut 
beads would look good on earrings (Personal Communication 28 Dec. 2012). Her daughter, who 
just learned to bead last year, began using black beads for medallions of her favorite band and 
other symbols she was making; this might have been a factor in altering her mom's view on the 
use of black beads. This is yet another form of adapting to changing materials and resources, but 
in this case not mixing the black into geometric and floral designs is a way of maintaining the 
traditional style of beadwork, but still having the freedom to make whatever designs they 
choose. 
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Conclusion 

The beadwork and regalia made by members of the Crow Tribe are important to not only 
themselves, but their families as well. Beadwork and regalia is still handed down from generation 
to generation and given to family members as gifts for cultural expression. Few pieces are sold; 
rather, they given to family members or close friends. Some people outside of the tribe might not 
appreciate all of the hard work that goes into one piece of beadwork. Steven Leuthold states the 
"primary value of traditional art is that the art must establish continuity in the community. 
Souvenirs and other highly commercial forms, easily eviscerated of deep meaning for their 
producers, would be unlikely to sustain the cultural continuity that is the goal of the artists" 
(Leuthold 1998:35). Lorri Not Afraid also mentioned beading for only her family. "I am not one 
who really sells their bead work. I am not sure if I am just not confident enough in my beadwork or 
what, but I like the idea of just beading for my family. I can't really get motivated to bead for 
money because I just want it for my family" (Lorri Not Afraid Interview, 28 June 2012). Keeping 
beadwork in the family is something these women cherish. 

Art in all forms is an important part of Native American communities and cultures. While 
many traditional forms of art are still being practiced, the younger generations of artists are not 
only still beading with their tribe's traditional techniques, but are also making it more modernized 
with popular expressions today. As "a means of expressing identities, the aesthetic emerges as an 
important aspect of self-representation to the larger non-native public" (Leuthold 1998: 1 ). Seeing 
Native American artwork not only in tribal communities, but in museums across the country helps 
show just how important beadwork has been to the Crow Tribe in the past and in contemporary 
times. Now sitting beside a beaded pipe bag from the nineteenth century, there may be a beaded 
graduation cap in the same museum display. 

The practice of beadwork as an art form is still as alive as it was when the first beads were 
introduced to the tribe over 150 years ago. The "collective function of the aesthetic is so well 
recognized by 'outsiders' that non-native courts may look at aesthetic traditions as 'evidence' of 
the historical continuity of native peoples" (Leuthold 1998:1 ). Children are still being taught by 
their grandmothers, mothers, aunts, and cousins and with that, the tradition of beadwork continues 
to live on. 

Hourglass and floral designs still continue to dominate the dancer's regalia as they move 
around the arbor in Crow Agency, and with that men, women, and children represent their tribe's 
culture expressed through these specific designs. Women dancing the traditional style of dance at 
a powwow still wear elk tooth dresses, along with women who are dressing up for a special 
occasion, such as a wedding, parade, or other ceremony. While these items have stayed the same 
over the last 150 years, the adaptation and adoption of other symbols have seemingly been 
welcomed into not only ceremonial occasions, but also everyday life. 

NOTE 

This article is based on preliminary research for my master's thesis and has been 
approved by the Cultural Resource Office in Crow Agency, Montana, who I have 
been working collaboratively with throughout the process. Informed consent forms 
were given to my informants before the interviews, and I was given permission to 
use all of the names below. Those who did not wish to have their names used in 
this project are listed as "informants" only, and their names are not connected to 



their interviews in any way. This is not meant to be a comparative study of 
beadwork and regalia among other tribes, nor a focus on theories of resistance, but 
merely initial observations from fieldwork and time spent in Crow Country. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study discusses the perceptions and understandings of code-switching of 
bilingual English-Spanish speakers from the Inland Northwest. Earlier studies 
reported that speakers generally hold a negative view of code-switching; however, 
results of this study questions whether these conclusions remain true. Results 
from ten, hour-long semi-structured interviews including four musical selections 
as examples of code-switching demonstrate a shift away from traditional views 
towards code-switching. Rendering, older studies problematic this study calls for 
the continuation of code-switching research as well as new and inventive 
approaches for researching code-switching in the future. 

Introduction 
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In the United States, economic and population changes have pressured many individuals 
to learn second or third languages and, in particular, Spanish. Linguists have dedicated much 
research to exploring this topic of bilingualism and how bilingual speakers use language. An 
essential component in bilingual communication is code-switching, or the shifting from one 
language to another within a conversation, a sentence, a phrase. or even a word. 

This linguistic study in the Inland Northwest focuses on two specific questions related to 
Spanish-English code-switching. First, what are the intentions of Spanish-English speakers as they 
make their language choices and switch from English to Spanish and back again? Second, what 
perceptions do they have about the act of code-switching? Ten participants completed a semi
structured interview which encompassed these questions and several other specific questions about 
their individual language background and their experience with code-switching. Their responses 
lead to the conclusion that previous research on Spanish-English code-switching may not reflect 
the current language attitudes of bilingual Spanish-English speakers and demonstrates the need for 
continued research in this area. 
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Literature Review 

In the last century, researchers have developed a keen interest in the relationship between 
language and social interaction. The topic of multilingualism and the issues surrounding those 
individuals who communicate using more than one language offers researchers much to explore. 
Individuals who speak more than one language almost inherently live with more than one culture, 
identity, or nationality which creates intricacies in the human experience worthy of study and 
discussion. However, before addressing the questions of this study, it would be helpful to define 
two terms: the first, bilingualism and the second, code-switching. 

Scholars debate how to define the term 'bilingualism.' Ronald Wardhaugh (2006) argues 
in his book, "An Introduction to Sociolinguistics," that to be qualified as a bilingual or 
multilingual speaker does not require a native-like command of more than one language. For 
bilingual or multilingual speakers, "The differences in competence in the various languages might 
range from command of a few lexical items, formulaic expressions such as greetings and 
rudimentary conversation skills all the way to excellent command of the grammar and vocabulary 
and specialized register and styles" (Wardhaugh 2006). Those who are considered multilingual or 
bilingual are not necessarily native speakers or entirely fluent, but at least semi-capable, familiar, 
or well-studied in a variety of situational uses for each language in question, in our case Spanish 
and English. This study has followed these guidelines in selecting participants. 

Furthermore, Wardhaugh (2006) offers insight as to how to define "code-switching." He 
explains it to be the use of more than one language or code during a singular verbal exchange 
(Wardhaugh 2006). Generally utterances fall into one of two categories: intrasentential or 
intersentential. Intrasentential involves using two or more languages within on sentence. For 
example in this Spanish-English sentences, "Tu ojos pueden ser tu look mas espectacular." or 
{Your eyes can make your look more spectacular.} Intersentential code-switching occurs when 
two or more languages are used between two separate sentences. Consider a short exchange 
between two speakers in which the first speaker asks the second speaker, "l,Habla usted ingles?" 
{Do you speak English?} To which, the second speaker responds, "Yes, I speak English." In short, 
code-switching involves the use of two or more languages during verbal and written 
communication that can be characterized a linguistic juggling act performed by those who speak 
more than one language or code. The current study examines the intentions or social motivations 
behind bilingual Spanish-English speakers' use of code-switching and their perceptions of this use 
of language. 

"Language use in Multilingual Societies: Some Alternative Approaches" from the text 
Sociolinguistics Selected Readings, suggests that multilingual speakers follow particular decision 
paths in choosing their words (Pride, Holmes, Janet, and Sankoff 1972). Thus, choosing a certain 
code is not based on any inherent linguistic influences, but rather a result of the speaker's 
assessment of the social factors and potential outcomes of their language choice (Pride, Holmes, 
Janet, and Sankoff 1972). Wardhaugh (2006) has described this as "a controversial strategy used 
to establish, cross or destroy group boundaries; to create, evoke, or change interpersonal relations 
with their rights and obligations." Thus, when communicating bilingual speakers have a great deal 
more to think about than vocabulary and syntax, but also the setting and other participants in the 
conversation. 

Carol Myers-Scotton ( 1993) furthers this point in her fundamental book, Social 
Motivations for Code Switching Evidence J,-0111 Africa. Based on her markedness model, Meyers
Scotton (1993) categorizes the language choices multilingual speakers make as either "marked" or 
"unmarked." She describes how "the theory behind the markedness model proposes that speakers 
have a sense of markedness regarding available linguistic codes for any interaction, but choose 
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their codes based on the persona and/or relation with others which they wish to have in place" 
(Meyers-Scotton 1993). However, Myers-Scotton (1993) explains that speakers typically make 
their choice without a conscious effort. Suggesting, that the ability to quickly determine which 
language will be used in any given situation is developed through social experiences and 
interactions (Meyers-Scotton 1993). Speakers use this sociolinguistic knowledge in reference to a 
particular speech event within a specific community and make their choice (Meyers-Scotton 
1993). Meyer-Scotton·s research leads to the conclusion that while the majority of the time 
speakers choose their language without much forethought given the naturalization that occurs 
within a speech community, speakers still retain the ability to make intentional choices with the 
language they use ( 1993). 

In her work, '"Code-Switching in Spanish/English Bilingual Speech: The Case of Two 
Recent Immigrants of Mexican Descent," Antonieta Cal Y Mayor Turnbull presents a unique 
reason for code-switching which, she calls the construction of an elite bilingual identity (2007). 
This term "elite bilingual" she uses to refer to individuals who acquire their second language in a 
formal educational setting and are not in fear of losing their primary or native language by the 
acquisition of a second language (Cal y Mayor Turnbull 2007). During one of the recorded 
conversations between the two participants of this study, Martha and Sara, Martha: 

comments on the negative characteristics of [a] man seated outside of [ a Mexican 
restaurant] ... Martha uses the expression "tal como nuestra gente' {that's how our 
people are} to continue the gossip about the Mexicans in New York, but in this 
case Sara completely misaligns ... [and] switches into English ... 'our kind?' .... 'they 
are from our country but they are not our kind.' ... it seems that by choosing English 
to state these words, she does not only misalign with Martha, but distances herself 
from that man seated outside the restaurant and from all immigrants alike ... By 
replying in English she is thus showing she can speak English and she is an elite 
bilingual having fluent knowledge of English before her arrival in the US. (Cal y 
Mayor Turnbull 2007) 

In her analysis of this short exchange between the two girls Turnbull has demonstrated very 
poignantly the intentionality of language choice as it aids in the creation of one's identity and 
social position. It has been the purpose of this study to gather information on such motivations for 
code-switching amongst Spanish-English speakers. 

However, it has also been the purpose of this study to articulate some of the attitudes held 
by bilingual Spanish-English speakers about the practice of code-switching. In the study, 
Perceptions of Spanish-English Code-S1vitching in Juarez, Mexico conducted by Margarita 
Hidalgo (1988), participants characterized Spanish-English code-switching as a negative use of 
language. Cecilia Montes-Alcala (2000) has found in a more recent study, Attitudes T01,vards Oral 
and Written Codesvdtching in Spanish English Bilingual Youths, a more positive shift in speakers' 
opinions about code-switching. 

Hidalgo asserts that when it comes to the general public, evaluations of language, "'are 
social, not linguistic" (1988). These evaluations tend to be made on "aesthetic grounds" and the 
perceived value on the social market which can be determined by multiple factors and not an 
inherent linguistic characteristic (Hidalgo 1988). As for the participants in Hidalgo's study, 
English poses a direct attack on their national identity and impedes communication among 
Spanish-only speakers ( 1988). Hidalgo ( 1988) explains that, "On the Mexican side of the border, 
language loyalty appears to be a patent and unobstructed attitude that most border residents are 
willing to externalize at the slightest provocation.'· Using English in an otherwise Spanish-only 
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conversation directly undermines, ··their historical struggle for linguistic and cultural preservation'' 
(Hidalgo 1988). Furthermore, Hidalgo ( 1988) found that, "about one-half of all subjects claimed 
not to understand Mexican-Americans when they switch continuously." While communication 
remains a relevant issue in bilingual speech communities for Hidalgo' s participants it is not this 
that prompts such negative views of code-switching. Rather, it is the proposed threats English 
makes upon the Spanish language component of the Mexican identity that stimulate such negative 
views of the Mexican-American's tendency to use code-switching. 

Montes-Alcala' s (2000) notes the existence of these negative views of code-switching as 
well. She explains how traditionally, bilingualism and code-switching in particular, has been seen 
as a "disease" tainting the purity of both languages (Montes-Alcala's 2000). However, she reports, 
"'The fact that we find more subjects who remain neutral on the subject than subjects who see 
code-switching as a cause of language loss might indicate a shift of attitude" (Montes-Alcala's 
2000). Montes-Alcala (2000) also found that, ''A significant majority (70%) agreed that they could 
relate better to the author in bilingual texts, as opposed to monolingual texts .. .lt is becoming 
fashionable for bilingual/bicultural authors to express themselves more naturally in both 
languages ... " So the issue of communication does not seem to be there as it was for those 
participants in Hidalgo's study. In fact it seems that not using code-switching would make 
understanding more difficult in this case. These results reflect a change or alteration in the 
traditional feelings about code-switching and are particularly relevant to our current study which 
has gathered strikingly similar results. 

Methodology 

This research began with an application for exemption to the Institutional Review Board. 
Approval was received in July of 2012 and the interview process began directly after that. As part 
of this process every participant signed a consent form and was given complete confidentiality. 
Pseudonyms have been used for this publication. Each of the semi-structured interviews focused 
on use of Spanish-English code-switching and attitudes about this use of language. Each interview 
lasted approximately 45 to 75 minutes. Following transcription these interviews were analyzed for 
data related to the two original questions of the study. 

Participants 

The participants were recruited through snowball sampling. This was necessary given the 
limited number of bilingual Spanish-English speakers in the area's population and their dispersed 
nature. Ten participants were included in this study, with ages ranging from 21 to 39. Six were 
students and four were professionals currently employed in the Spokane's healthcare and service 
industry. All participants were proficient at some level in both Spanish and English and thus, 
considered for this study to be bilingual Spanish-English speakers. Some were ultimately more 
proficient in English while others remained more comfortable speaking Spanish. For the sake of 
participant comfort and producing the most accurate and inclusive responses these interviews were 
conducted in either Spanish or English and occasionally a mixture of the two languages. The 
number of participants was relatively small, but due to the extensive interview and considering the 
depth and detail of responses the study was not lacking in results. It is impossible to generalize the 
patterns found in this study to the larger Spanish speaking, English speaking, or bilingual Spanish
English speaking communities and this study should be understood as an exploratory one. It has 
been designed not to expressly describe how one social group uses language, but to explore ideas 
of language usage within a particular speech community. 
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Interview 

The primary purpose of this interview was to evoke detailed responses on the issues 
presented in this study. However~ a secondary purpose has also been to expand upon some of the 
traditional methodologies and approaches to studying code-switching. By using musical examples 
of code-switching to stimulate participant responses during interviews it was possible to create a 
more intriguing environment for questioning and prompt discussion about issues related to code
switching in ways previously unconsidered by researchers. 

After each participant heard a portion from one song they were asked to identify reasons or 
motivations for artists to mix Spanish and English in their song lyrics, to articulate situations when 
they or others have used language in a similar way, speculate on the potential impacts of code
switching in popular music upon listeners, and share their perceptions and opinions of code
switching within music. Following these questions participants were asked to express their general 
attitudes, associations, opinions, and understanding of Spanish, English, and code-switching 
outside of the setting of music. Discussions were lively and extended; participants provided a 
healthy amount of qualitative data for analysis. 

Thematic Discussion 

Four patterns emerged in participant responses to the primary questions of this study: what 
are the intentions of bilingual Spanish-English speakers when switching from Spanish to English 
and what perceptions of code-switching exist among these speakers? Results demonstrate that 
contrary to previous works Spanish has become, for some, a more appealing language choice than 
English. Participants also articulated that the use of code-switching in contemporary music reflects 
a new tolerance for code-switching and serves as a method for monetary gain with popular music 
artists. They gave positive and neutral reviews of Spanish-English code-switching indicating a 
shift away from the previously negative characterizations of this linguistic phenomenon. The 
participants in this study demonstrated a general shift in the attitudes of bilingual Spanish-English 
speakers in regards to Spanish-English code-switching. Excerpts from their responses best 
characterize this movement and highlight the general themes found within these interviews. 

Challenges to Traditional Characterizations of Spanish and English Language 

Traditionally, studies of language attitudes and ideologies have found that English is often 
the more valued or appreciated language with Spanish falling second. However, this research says 
otherwise as participants often painted Spanish in a more attractive light than English. When 
prompted to describe their feelings for Spanish and English participants described how both 
Spanish and English were reserved for certain topics, settings, people, and often gave English a 
bad review. For most, Spanish was used for intimate relationships and English for more detached 
relationships. English was the langue used for work, school, or other professional settings while 
Spanish could be used at home or in other more casual environments. Repeatedly, Spanish was 
described as a more beautiful and expressive language while English was considered less than 
desirable. Specific examples help to illustrate this general point that Spanish is considered the 
more attractive language even among English dominant speakers. 

Consider the case of Michael, a native Spanish speaker, who admitted to using more 
English during his day than Spanish and found he was unable to express certain words and ideas in 
Spanish. For example, he admitted he could not say the words '"degree'' or ""major" in Spanish 
when attempting to share about his college experience with his parents. He found himself stuck as 
he tried to discuss a professionat academic topic in a familial setting. Michael however, did not 
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seem disappointed from the limitation in his vocabulary, a sentiment shared by several other 
participants. 

Michael helps to further this point when he shares another story about his relationship with 
his co-worker, Miguel. He and Miguel are both bilingual Spanish-English speakers and initially 
they engaged in Spanish-only conversations at work. However, before much timed had passed 
they both agreed this conduct was inappropriate and best left at home. Being new to their positions 
both felt it necessary to build healthy relationships with all the team members and to remain on a 
semi-impersonal level of intimacy at work. Using Spanish would counteract this goal so both 
follow an English-only policy while at work. Michael helps to demonstrate that English remains 
the language of choice for formal settings and work or school related topics, but Spanish for 
informal, intimate, and familial discussions. And while Michael admits to speaking English for a 
longer period of the day, he does say he "enjoys'' speaking Spanish more than English. 

This is felt by another participant, Jacob, an English dominant speaker who often utilizes 
Spanish-English code-switching when writing his poetry. He explained that code-switching should 
be used after or during an attempt to master the second language and is best used when being 
creative. He gave several examples of how he incorporates Spanish into his writing and said 
when using Spanish he felt "younger, more vital, and more human." When asked to elaborate on 
why he felt this way when communicating in Spanish he said ''Because, it just. .. it feels like more 
of an intimate language in itself and the sounds and everything are a lot more human as opposed 
to, I guess, robotic.'' The more "robotic" language of course here being English as he continues to 
explain that "people who speak Spanish have more of a sense of their humanity." For him Spanish 
brought to mind "love'\ ''making friends", and ''sex appeal." Jacob demonstrates the positive 
characterizations of Spanish expressed throughout these interviews. 

Other participants such as Maria express the more negative characterizations of English. 
She describes speaking English instead of Spanish as choosing to eat, "a plain bagel" instead of a, 
"cinnamon bagel." She explained that they are both "good", but ultimately English the "plain 
bagel" is less tasty. This general impression of English is held among other participants who 
described it as, "empty" and even, "cold." 

It is clear from the participants' responses to the questions about feelings towards and 
associations with Spanish and English, that Spanish is thought of as the more desirable and high
quality language. It is used for family and loved ones, but English remains the langue for formal 
and professional relationships. Thus, we can conclude that language choices and attitudes are 
based on topic, setting, and situational variables as well as other factors. For these participants 
Spanish was the better choice. 

Contemporary Music Influences Language Choice 

After hearing all four songs each participant was asked to describe what influence Spanish
English code-switching in contemporary music has on listeners. Most articulated in one way or 
another that code-switching in contemporary music reflects a current practice of mixing among 
bilingual Spanish-English speakers. Some even stated that this music gives relief to some listeners 
who have traditionally felt ashamed or embarrassed by their use of Spanish and English mixing. 
Some participants testified that popular artists' use of code-switching seems to justify their own 
code-switching. They felt that highly publicized use of code-switching builds a new tolerance, 
acceptance, and even encouragement of language mixing that has been looked down upon in the 
past. What was once seen as proof of poor language skills or a lack of vocabulary is now seen as 
creative or clever. What is most interesting here is that participants articulated this change as 
stemming from contemporary music artists and their language use. 
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For example, Katie explained that at home with her father and mother it is preferred you 
speak Spanish and only Spanish and that mixing English with Spanish is not well tolerated. She 
confesses that she doesn't always follow this rule, but often mixes English with her Spanish. Katie 
explained that this is a common struggle for many of her friends who have been raised in a 
Spanish-only home, but have been educated and in the broader English-speaking community. 
When asked about the impact of contemporary music upon listeners she said, ··it helps them (Katie 
and her friends) to relate to both cultures, especially the ones who are like... that are caught 
between the two cultures.'· For her, music that uses two languages (in this case Spanish and 
English) helps bridge a gap between the two groups someone may identify with and perhaps allow 
them to better cope with the balancing act they are asked to perform. In regards to code-switching 
specifically, she says this kind of music helps listeners who shift between the two languages to 
"view it as it's normal'' and to realize "it's normal to mix the two languages, it's not as taboo as 
everybody says.'' Katie eventually states she feels restricted when put in a situation where she is 
limited to the use of just English or just Spanish, and confesses that she feels freer when able to 
express herself in both languages. 

Maria, who grew up speaking Spanish in the home and English everywhere else also, 
articulates this idea of freedom when she is asked about the influence of contemporary artists' 
code-switching. 

"I feel like it makes it more okay to speak like that. Because you feel understood, 
even artists understand that, you know, society now speaks, you know, especially 
in the US, they speak two languages. You have to speak English at work at school 
with professionals and doctors, but then also you have that Spanish side to you. So 
ifs just kind of to appeal to that audience that speak both languages not just one. So 
you wouldn't feel trapped of 'Oh should I only listen to Spanish music or only to 
English music.' You have like the mixture of you could listen to both at the same 
time and it's okay." 

Maria explains here the idea that many other participants expressed about contemporary 
music as helping to view Spanish-English code-switching in a "better light." 

Financial and Social Motivations for Strategic Code-switching 

After each song was played for participants they were asked why they thought an artist 
would chose to mix Spanish and English for that lyric or phrase. Every participant eventually 
answered that code-switching in the selected songs and contemporary music as a whole is a 
marketing tool used by artists to expand their audiences and increase their profits. Their responses 
demonstrated that artists' use of code-switching in contemporary music is motivated by both 
financial and social reasons and can be helpful to both listeners and artists, but is ultimately more 
beneficial for the artist. 

One participant, Ricko, was quite adamant about this point. He was asked why he believed 
the artist would mix languages after each clip and each time alluded to the issue of profits. Upon, 
the conclusion of the fourth song it was not necessary to even ask him his thoughts for he simply 
stated ''Para ganar mas dinero" { to earn more money}. 

As it became clear that this would be the response of participants the use of a follow up 
question to explain how they believed code-switching allowed artist to accomplish these goals 
became pertinent in this part of the interview. The consensus was that artists could create sense of 
unity amongst listeners of varied language backgrounds by assuring that their lyrics allow 
everyone listening to understand at least some of the words. 
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Katie felt code-switching in popular music helps to unite people from different linguistic 
and culture backgrounds. She explained that by including multiple languages in music artists 
could bring together several different types of people in a common space and moment. Tony and 
Andrea shared that using both languages in a song helps listeners who are trying to learn a 
language or are simply unfamiliar with one of the languages being used. They specifically 
discussed how students or tourists traveling abroad to foreign countries where English was not the 
primary language would appreciate some English lyrics mixed in with Spanish. They felt this was 
also true for people immigrating to the United States from Spanish speaking countries who wished 
to learn English. It is fair to conclude that while participants viewed artists as having financial 
motivations for mixing language in their music they also recognized the socially based realities of 
this success. Participants identified that the artists' achievement was contingent on expanding 
audiences based on the potential unification of listeners through Spanish-English code-switching. 

Following this discussion of how artists use language choice participants were asked to 
compare it to their own language use. They were asked to describe any occasions when they had 
used language to gain something and to appeal to a diverse group. None said they used language 
to get more listeners or more profits, but they did articulate instances when they switched 
languages to appeal to particular individuals in conversation. Max, an active Christian, reported 
using Spanish when possible to make church members or potential new members feel more 
comfortable. Max's story demonstrates a particular theme of using language for persuasion and 
accommodation evident in responses from all participants. 

Whether it is one person attempting to appeal to a few friends or a famous artist attempting 
to create a larger fan base, code-switching has become an effective tool for speakers. This reminds 
us that all languages choices are not mindless, but can often be marked by specific social and 
monetary motivations. 

Code-switching Norms for Bilingual Spanish-English Speakers 

Previous studies have shown that code-switching has been frowned upon by many people 
including educators, language instructors, and even those who actively participate in this social 
phenomenon. Some have thought it to reflect poor language use and an incompetence or 
deficiency in language skills. Many have operated under the assumption that if someone is unable 
to communicate in only one language at one time that they do not have full mastery of that 
language. This stigmatization still remains as some participants expressed feeling, "ignorant" or, 
"embarrassed" and even, "ashamed" when they mixed English words into conversation with 
Spanish-only speakers. However, participants did articulate a shift in these perceptions and argued 
that these emotions were slightly irrational as they viewed code-switching to be strength. A shift 
in attitudes towards code-switching has accompanied this younger generation who acknowledge it 
as potentially more expressive than using just one language. 

For example, Jacob, who we already know writes poetry, explained that he selects 
particular Spanish words when attempting to convey messages or ideas that he cannot translate to 
English for various stylistic and functional purposes. He felt knowing two languages and how to 
mix them properly is useful when being artistic. For Jacob, when mixing Spanish and English, 
''you have more at your disposal." This sentiment was shared by several other participants who 
touched on the artistic value of code-switching in literature, music, and other creative mediums. 

This enjoyment of Spanish-English code-switching among participants is countered 
however, by the notion that certain occasions and settings call for a one language only policy. 
Consider the story of Andrea and Tony, both active professionals in the medical field who interact 
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daily with patients. They agreed that hospital procedures should be conducted in one language and 
should follow the patient's needs. 

Tony talks in detail about his understanding of professionalism in the examination room 
and how code-switching in his mind is not allowed. For Tony, work is not as ··laid back"' as home 
or spending time with friends and he needs to maintain a higher standard of language use and must 
follow the patient's lead. If nothing other than to simply '"be courteous and for them to get the 
point." '"If I am doing my job right I want to speak to them as fluently as I possibly can in 
Spanish." Of course he holds that same standard for English-only-speakers. He truly feels 
inserting Spanish words will make them uncomfo11able and take away from his image as the 
expert in the room. "If there's a person on the other side that speaks just English, and I throw 
something Spanish I mean they'll make fun of me or think rm an idiot... or I am inferior to them.'' 
Clearly some boundaries exist in the workplace when it comes to the use code-switching in the 
workplace for bilingual speakers, even though on the whole it is seen as a positive healthy use of 
language for bilinguals. 

Another time that code-switching was expressed as improper among participants is when 
visiting a Spanish speaking country. There was a general understanding that if one needed to use 
English to understand something important, then of course do so, but refrain as much as possible 
from inserting seemingly ··random'' English words in your Spanish-only conversation. This was 
prompted by a fear some participants had of offending someone or exposing themselves as a 
"gringo/a" or American. 

Maria touched on this explicitly during her interview when she was asked if she thought 
Spanish-English code-switching was a, ··good" or a, ""bad" thing. She explained that for herself 
and other descendants from Mexico speaking Spanish is an enormous and highly valued part of 
their culture and heritage. She admits that switching to English is seen as forgetting Spanish and 
therefore abandoning your past or, "forgetting your roots .. , Maria also explains that code
switching between Spanish and English while visiting in Mexico may, ··sound stuck up" and make 
you look like a "white person" who does not appreciate their Spanish speaking background. Maria 
recommends that if possible stick to Spanish only and leave English for the U.S. 

It is safe to conclude that while code-switching has become popular and acceptable for 
these participants there still lingers certain limitations and it is fair to say that a shift has been 
made for how people perceive code-switching, but not a complete conversion. 

Conclusion 

This study took a closer look at code-switching within the Spanish-English bilingual 
speech community. The goal of this project has been to gain a better understanding of how 
Spanish-English bilingual speakers think about and participate in code-switching. Specifically, to 
articulate their perceptions of code-switching and if possible discover what switching between 
English and Spanish accomplishes for these speakers. 

Ten participants completed interviews that consisted of several questions related to 
Spanish-English code-switching. Each interview also included four musical selections that used 
code-switching in their lyrics. These songs were used within the interview with the intention of 
encouraging participants to describe potential motivations or reasons for a person to use Spanish
English code-switching. This technique was a slight adjustment to the traditional interview process 
and has been an experiment in itself beyond the content of this research. The addition of musical 
selection as examples of code-switching has resulted in a more complete articulation of social 
motivations for code-switching. 
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Four major take-aways surfaced during this study.The first participants tended to 
characterize Spanish more positively than English which contradicts the often assumed inherent 
value of learning English. They also noted the process of legitimization that code-switching has 
undergone through the use of code-switching in contemporary music.Furthermore, they accredited 
code-switching in popular music as a potential money-making strategy for music artists. Finally, 
participants identified specific conventions as to when and where code-switching should be used. 
Combined these take-aways reveal a shift away from the traditional towards a more contemporary 
interpretation of code-switching among Spanish-English bilingual speakers. 

Given these findings it is safe to say that much still needs to be explored in regards to 
bilingualism, code-switching, and in particular Spanish-English code-switching. It is up to 
contemporary scholars to continue this work and build upon that of others to capture the current 
trends of language use and further our understanding of the role bilingualism plays in the human 
experience. 
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